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Editorial

Dear Readers,

We are glad to present you the new issue of Argo Collection, this time dedicated to Environmental, Social and Governance Risks (ESG Risks).

During the last few years Climate-related Risks and their impacts on financial
institutions have increasingly become one of the main topics of discussion in the
financial environment and the importance of ESG is now subject to increasing
attention also from regulator and supervisor authorities.
Given the scenario in which companies and financial institutions operate today, it
is not difficult to imagine how complex it can be to manage all the variables that
affect the sustainability of each organization, as well as the impacts and opportunities arising from the inclusion of Climate Change Risk into financial institutions’
governance, strategy, risk management and disclosure frameworks.
For this reason, we have selected a series of interesting content, Just in Time and
Research Papers, which we believe can provide help in grasping the nature and
implications of such new types of risk and in understanding how to comply with the
new directives to move towards a green economy.

We open the issue with the interesting "EU Taxonomies on ESG Regulation"
article where the authors, D. Esposito and M. Cecchin, explain one of the most
significant developments in sustainable finance: the new EU taxonomy.
The EU Taxonomy is a tool to help investors, companies and issuers navigate the
transition to a low-carbon, resilient and resource-efficient economy and that will
have wide-ranging implications for investors and issuers working in the EU and
beyond.

As a follow-up "Bank of Italy: Supervisory Expectations on Climate and Environmental Risks", by D. Esposito, M. Cecchin and B. Ghilardi, describes the first
elaboration of Bank of Italy of an initial set of supervisory expectations regarding
the integration of Climate and Environmental Risks into the business strategies,
governance and control systems, risk management frameworks and disclosures of
supervised banking and financial intermediaries.

We close the collection with “Lessons Learnt on 2022 Climate Stress Test”
whose authors, including A. Mauri and G. Colombo, analyze the key aspects of the
European Central Bank’s first Climate Stress Test exercise held in early 2022. The
work looks at the experience from the Credit Risk and the Market Risk perspective,
focusing on the issues that rose both in data preparation and modelling activities as
well as in the interpretation of the scenario provided by the regulator.
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We conclude with a suggestion to visit our online Research page and subscribe
to our newsletter service with a monthly update on the most relevant topics about
practical Risk Management.

We wish you a happy reading!
Luca Olivo
Giulia Perfetti
Lorena Corna
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Capturing Risk Differentials from Climate-related Risks
The aim of climate-related risk differential analyses is determining
whether there is a consistent link between the greenness of financial
institutions assets and their credit profile, thus providing evidence
for the introduction of adjustment factors in Pillar 1 framework
accordingly. With the 2020 Status Report, the Central Banks and
Supervisors’ Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS)
tried to assess climate-related risk differentials based on information
provided by a sample of financial institutions. The results did not,
however, allow to conclude on risk differentials between green and
non-green assets.
read more
Date July 2022

Climate Risk Measurement of Assets Eligible as Collateral for Refinancing Operations
– Focus on Asset Backed Securities (ABS)
This paper explains the steps taken to develop a measure of the
environmental impact of ABS, an asset class of securities used as
collateral in the framework of the ECB refinancing operations. The
authors focus on ABS backed by auto loans or loans granted to Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and explores ways to measure their
climate risk. The goal was to define an alignment metric, i.e. to judge
whether ABS related emissions would meet the Paris Agreements
objectives.
read more
Date June 2022

EBA - Discussion Paper “The Role of Environmental Risks in the Prudential
Framework”
Risks stemming from climate change and broader environmental
issues are changing the risk picture for the financial sector and will
become even more prominent going forward. This raises the question
as to whether the prudential framework can sufficiently account for
these new risk drivers. In the paper, the EBA initiates the discussion
on the adequacy of the current prudential framework with regards to
environmental risk factors and evaluates pros and cons of different
possible adjustments of the framework in order to fully capture the
impacts of ESG factors ensuring, at the same time, a sound risk-based
approach for the computation of capital requirements. The EBA
encourages further developments in the use of mechanisms under the
first pillar to adequately capture environmental risks and stresses the
importance of collecting relevant and reliable information on
environmental risks and their impact on the financial losses of
entities.
read more
Date May 2022
8
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Bankit: Aspettative di Vigilanza sui Rischi Climatici e Ambientali
La Banca d’Italia, in linea con analoghe iniziative della BCE e di altre
autorità di vigilanza nazionali, ha elaborato un primo insieme di
aspettative di vigilanza sull’integrazione dei rischi climatici e
ambientali nelle strategie aziendali, nei sistemi di governo, controllo
e gestione dei rischi e nella informativa al mercato degli intermediari
vigilati. Le aspettative forniscono indicazioni di carattere generale
non vincolanti. La loro declinazione a livello operativo è rimessa al
singolo intermediario. La Banca d’Italia avvierà nel corso del 2022 un
primo confronto con gli intermediari sul grado di rispondenza alle
aspettative e sui piani di adeguamento. Tale valutazione sarà inclusa
nei percorsi di analisi di vigilanza, con l’obiettivo di assicurare il
progressivo allineamento delle prassi aziendali alle aspettative.
read more
Date May 2022

The Pricing of Green Bonds: External Reviews and the Shades of Green
The paper presented in this Just in Time issue investigates the
pricing implications of the greenness of bonds. The green-pricing
effect is estimated through the "green bond premium", defined as the
difference between the yields of matched conventional and greenlabeled bonds. The green bonds show a statistically significant
premium, which increases with external greenness evaluation and is
higher for bonds with darker shades of green.
read more
Date March 2022

The Low-carbon Transition, Climate Commitments and Firm Credit Risk
This Just in Time issue is based on the ECB's Working Paper "The
low-carbon transition, climate commitments and firm credit risk" (No
2631, December 2021). It explores how the need to transition to a lowcarbon economy impacts on firm credit risk. It assesses how firm
climate-related transition risk exposure, future commitments to
reduce emissions, and environmental information disclosure
influence two key measures of firms' credit risk: credit ratings and
market-implied distance to default. Higher transition risk exposure is
associated with higher credit risk. Nonetheless, the disclosure of
emissions and the setting of forward-looking targets to curb them
both result in lower credit risk.
read more
Date February 2022
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IOSCO - Environmental, Social and Governance Ratings and Data Products Providers
The development of ESG rating and data products highlighted the
lack of a regulation of the market. A fact-finding exercise conducted
by IOSCO (International Organization Of Securities Commissions)
with providers, users and companies which are the subject of these
ESG ratings and data product, revealed the presence of several gaps,
explained in detail in the report.
read more
Date December 2021

ECB: The State of Climate and Environmental Risk Management in the Banking
Sector
The European Central Bank (ECB) comprehensively assessed the state
of climate-related and environmental (C&E) risk management in the
banking sector, according to the expectations set out in the November
2020 ECB Guide on C&E risks. The analysis covered 112 directly
supervised banks and, in its assessment, the ECB also identified a set
of good practices that banks should adopt to integrate C&E risks in
their business model and governance.
read more
Date December 2021

Principles for the Effective Management and Supervision of Climate-related Financial
Risks
The consultative document by the BCBS includes 18 high-level
principles. The proposed principles seek to achieve a balance in
improving practices related to the management of climate-related
financial risks and providing a common baseline for internationally
active banks and supervisors, while maintaining sufficient flexibility
given the degree of heterogeneity and evolving practices in this area.
read more
Date November 2021
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ECB Economy-wide Climate Stress Test: Methodology and Results
The main contribution made by this paper is the development of a
centralized (top-down) economy-wide climate stress test that
assesses the resilience of NFCs and euro area banks to transition and
physical risk, applying a range of assumptions in terms of future
climate policies. The stress test presented here comprises three main
pillars. First, climate-specific scenarios identify future projections of
climate and macroeconomic conditions over the next 30 years.
Second, a comprehensive dataset combines climate and financial
information for millions of companies worldwide and maps them to
banks through granular loan and security holdings. Third, the
specific transmission channels of climate risk drivers for firms and
banks are captured thanks to a novel set of climate-specific models.
read more
Date October 2021

2022 SSM Climate Risk Stress Test: Scope, Scenarios and Methodology provided by
ECB to Banks
The ECB will be conducting a stress test on climate-related risks from
March 2022 to July 2022, that aims to identify vulnerabilities,
industry best practices and the challenges faced by banks. It will also
help enhance data availability and quality,and allow supervisors to
better understand the stress-testing frameworks banks use to gauge
climate risk. This paper describes the methodological requirements to
be considered by the banks to perform the bottom-up exercise.
read more
Date October 2021
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EU Taxonomies on
ESG Regulation
Dario Esposito

Matteo Cecchin

Ulisse Filipponi

T

he importance of ESG is subject to increasing attention from regulator, supervisor and institution and there is
a growing awareness of the need to integrate all the ESG factors into bank’ strategies, process, and disclosures
to the public. In one hand, Corporates are subject to a growing number of disclosure requirements related to
ESG factors, which have an impact on financial institutions. In the other, financial institution must act now on the
assessment of ESG risks opportunities of their activities and on the development of correct ESG information, to be prepared
for changing needs arising from both the market and the regulator. In this sense, regulatory obligations (i.e., Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), Non-Financial Reporting Directives (NFRD), the integration of the Corporate
Sustainability Disclosure Directive (CSRD) and the EU Taxonomy) can play an important role in scaling up sustainable
finance and, in turn, in supporting the achievement of high-level goals such as the Paris Agreement and the UN sustainable
development goals.

I

n recent years, the financial sector has increasingly been paying attention to the risks stemming from ESG factors and implementing the
concept of sustainable finance. Following the definitions of ESG given by EBA, ESG factors can be
expressed as follow:

making, leading to increased investments in longerterm and sustainable activities.
In March 2018, the EC (European Commission)
published an action plan on sustainable finance as
part of broader efforts to link finance to specific needs
of the European and worldwide economy, for the benefit of our planet and our society. This action plan
responds to recommendations from the High-Level
Expert Group (HLEG) on Sustainable Finance. The
first legislative package under the action plan includes four proposals: (i) a unified EU classification
system (’taxonomy’); (ii) investors’ duties and disclosures; (iii) low-carbon benchmarks and (iv) better
advice to clients on sustainability.
In particular, the main aim of the action plan
proposed by European commission is, firstly, to reorient capital flows towards sustainable investment to
achieve sustainable and inclusive growth. Secondly,
to manage financial risks stemming from climate
change, resource depletion, environmental degradation, and social issues. Finally, EC aimed to foster
transparency and long-termism in financial and economic activity.
The last year brought significant changes to the
EU Regulatory Compliance, it increased both the
scope and depth of required sustainability reporting. This has been possible thanks to the introduction of new regulations, such as Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), the Non-Financial
Reporting Directives (NFRD) and the consequent integration of the Corporate Sustainability Disclosure
Directive (CSRD), and the EU Taxonomy as well as
updates of existing ones1 .

• Environmental: Environmental factors are
those related to the quality and functioning
of the natural environment and include factors such as climate change mitigation biodiversity, energy consumption, pollution, and
waste management.
• Social: Social factors are related to the rights,
well-being and interests of people and communities, and include factors such as (in)equality,
health, inclusiveness, labour relations, workplace health and safety, human capital and
communities.
• Governance: Governance factors cover aspects
as executive leadership and pay, internal controls, board independence, shareholder rights,
corruption and bribery and the way in which
companies include environmental and social
factors in their policies and procedures.
Focusing now on Sustainable finance, it is understood as financing and other related institutional and
market arrangements that contribute to the achievement of strong, sustainable, balanced, and inclusive
growth, providing both direct and indirect support
for the Sustainable Development Goals. It also refers
to the process of taking due account of environmental and social considerations in investment decision1 On

28 February 2022, on the recommendation of the European Commission, the "Final Report on Social Taxonomy" by
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All the previous interventions of the Regulators
aim to improve the overall transparency of disclosed
information and prevent ’greenwashing’ through
more detailed reporting and assurance of reported information. The three key EU regulations relevant for
sustainability disclosure on sustainability disclosure
are:

between different financial products was very difficult due to the existence of divergent disclosure standards and market-based practices. However, after
the publication of SFDR it is observed an overcome
of these burdens. In fact, firstly, SFDR aims to reduce information asymmetries about the integration
of sustainability risks and sustainable investment, by
requiring financial market participants and financial
advisers to make pre-contractual and ongoing disclosures to end investors. Lastly, thanks to the new
Directive[1], Financial Market Players (FMP) should
be required to disclose specific information regarding
their approaches to the integration of sustainability
risks and the consideration of adverse sustainability
impacts.
On 6 April 2022 the European Commission
adopted a new technical standards for the disclosure
of sustainability-related information under SFDR.
The technical standards proposed by the European
Commission has to be used by financial market participants, moreover, the requirements will be scrutinized by the European Commission will be applied
from 1 January 2023[6].

• Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation:
SFDR was published the 27th of November
2019 and the regulation has been in force since
March 2021 with some articles that only entered into force in January 2023. The regulation aims to broaden disclosures for financial
products that claim to have an ESG focus.
• Non-Financial Reporting Directive and Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive:
NFRD was published in October 2014 to
amend Directive 2013/34/EU as regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity information by certain large undertakings and groups.
However, amendments provided by NFRD was
not enough to grant investors the right awareness about ESG factors. To fill the gaps left
by NFRD, in April 2021 the CSRD was published. With the new directive, the scope of the
existing NFRD was significantly enhanced.

Main Changes
Disclosures to end investors on the integration of
sustainability risks, on the consideration of adverse
sustainability impacts, on sustainable investment objectives, or on the promotion of environmental or
social characteristics, in investment decision-making
and in advisory processes, were insufficiently developed because such disclosures were not yet subject
to harmonised requirements. For this reason, with
SFDR, steps have been taken to change the connotation of markets. In particular, among the others, we
observe first changes in the information disclosure
area. In fact, SFDR requires the publication at website
level, for FMP and financial advisors, of information:

• EU Taxonomy Regulation: EU Taxonomy was
published on June 2020 to amend the existing
SFDR to propose a new method to identify sustainable activities from an environmental point
of view.
In the next chapters an overview will be given on:
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR),
Non-Financial Reporting Directive and Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive (NFRD-CSRD) and
EU Taxonomy Regulation. Once dealt with these regulation, the paper will focus on the transition capacity testing. Finally, an overview of Pillar 3 disclosure
obligations on ESG risks and a description of banks’
progress towards ESG disclosures will be given.

• Relating to the integration of sustainability
risks associated with investments into decisionmaking processes;
• Relating to how the remuneration policies are
compatible with the integration of sustainability risks;

SFDR - Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation

• Relating to any negative effects on sustainability factors deriving from investment decisions
on sustainability factors, based on criteria such
as the nature and size of the activity.

Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)
helps investors by providing greater transparency
on the degree to which financial products have environmental or social characteristics. This Regulation strengthen protection for end investors and improve disclosures to them. Before the publication
of SFDR[11], disclosures to end investors on the integration of sustainability risks, or on sustainable
investment objectives, was insufficiently developed
because such disclosures were not yet subject to harmonized requirements. Furthermore, the comparison

However, disclosure obligations are not limited
at website level. Thanks to SFDR the obligations are
also embedded at contractual and pre-contractual
level. In fact, are required information relating to the
methods of integrating sustainability risks in investment decisions and the results of the assessment of
potential impacts of sustainability risks on the performance of available financial products. Moreover,

Platform on Sustainable Finance was published. This report contrasts with the various taxonomies on environmental issues
presented in this paper.
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If the risks are not considered significant, the integration of the information is requested with a clear
and detailed motivation. In addition to the integration of sustainability risk, SFDR make an important
distinction between products that promote environmental characteristics and sustainable investments,
and products having sustainable investments as a
direct goal. Despite this distinction, SFDR provide
for both product the same disclosure obligations. In
fact, it is required to financial market participants
and financial advisors to communicate in which way
these products have such characteristics. In the following paragraph the concept of product promoting
sustainable investment and product having sustainable investment as a goal will be discussed more in
detail.
Regarding the promotion of environmental characteristics and sustainable investments as objective,
from SFDR it is possible to extrapolate a classification
into distinct groups based on the level of importance
of sustainability. To date, sustainable products with
different levels of ambition have been developed. It
is therefore necessary to distinguish - for the purposes of pre-contractual information - the requirements relating to financial products that promote
environmental or social characteristics, and the requirements relating to financial products which aim
to produce positive effects for the environment and
society. Firstly, product promoting environmental
characteristics are mentioned in art. 8 of SFDR. For
this kind of product, FMP and financial advisors
must provide information on how those characteristics are met. Moreover, information relating to the
integration of sustainability risks and a statement
of compliance with the principle of "do not cause
significant damage" are required as well. Other information required for this product are linked to the relation between the environmental characteristics and
the reference index, as well as the extent to which
environmental or social characteristics are achieved.
Moving on to product with sustainable investment as
objective, they are mentioned in art. 9 of SFDR. The
information required for FMP and financial advisor
can be posted on a similar line of which required for
product promoting sustainable investment. In particular, this information refers to, at first, the consistency
between the objective and any identified reference
index, and the sources for the calculation methodology of the identified index. Furthermore, where
no index has been designated, the information to be
disclosed shall include an explanation on how that
objective is to be attained. Finally, SFDR requires information on environmental objectives to which the
investment contributes and how and to what extent
the investments relate to eco-sustainable economic
activities.

environmentally sustainable economic activities, providing them with comparable information to make informed investment choices and establish a single rulebook for sustainability disclosures under the SFDR
and the Taxonomy Regulation. The European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) propose the inclusion
of the amended mandatory templates for financial
products that promote environmental and/or social
characteristics or have a sustainable investment objective as defined in the SFDR. In this sense, the RTS
have been developed to modify, among the others,
art. 8-9 of the SFDR. Concerning products promoting
environmental characteristics (i.e., art.8), we can observe the development of additional pre-contractual
disclosures relating to the content and presentation
of Article 8 SFDR products subject to Article 6 Taxonomy Regulation (TR), concerning climate objectives
and other environmental objectives under Article 9
TR respectively. While, with reference to product
having sustainable investment as objective (i.e., art.
9), the RTS provide the development of additional
pre-contractual disclosures relating to the content
and presentation of Article 9 SFDR products subject
to Article 5 Taxonomy Regulation (TR), relating to
disclosures concerning climate objectives and other
environmental objectives under Article 9 TR respectively.

Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) on SFDR

With the RTS it is also observed the introduction
of sustainability indicators. Sustainability indicators
measure how the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the financial product are attained.
In order to have a better view of these indicators,
ESAs proposed to divide principal sustainability indicators into different classes: (i) principal indicators applicable to investment in investee corporates
(9 environmental indicators and 5 social indicators);
(ii) principal indicators applicable to investment in
sovereign and supranational (2 indicators); (iii) principal indicators applicable to investment in real estate
assets (2 indicators) and (iv) additional environmental and social indicators (at least 1 for both environmental and social PAI). Once definition and classification of the indicators has been proposed, the RTS also
gives on overview of such indicators. In fact, with
reference to obligations for FMP and financial advisors, Financial Market Players (FMP) should integrate
all relevant Principal Adverse Impacts (PAI) and sustainability risks and specify how they integrate those
risks in their financial policies. Furthermore, the overall sustainability related impact of financial products
should be reported regularly by means of indicators.
On these indicators, FMP shall report the following
information: (i) where quantitative disclosures are
made, figures with a relative measure such as impact
per euro invested; (ii) which indicators are subject to
an assurance provided by an auditor or a review by
a third party, (iii) the proportion of underlying assets
of the financial product.

The RTS aim to provide disclosures to end investors
regarding the investments of financial products in

The European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs EBA, EIOPA and ESMA) have updated on 25 March
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2022 their joint supervisory statement on the application of the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation
(SFDR)[3]. This includes a new timeline, expectations
about the explicit quantification of the product disclosures under Article 5 and 6 of the Taxonomy Regulation and the use of estimates. The requirements
in the SFDR relating to the entity-level disclosure of
principal adverse impacts apply from 10 March 2021
on a comply or explain basis, on the contrary the
additional detail specified in the RTS should apply
from 1 January 2023. This is in order to provide
financial market participants and financial advisers
with sufficient time to gather the information necessary to adjust their practices to apply the specific requirements of the RTS, without having impact on the
application of the TR provisions. Furthermore, the
supervisory expectation during the interim period
before the application of the RTS is that an explicit
quantification should be provided through the numerical disclosure as a percentage of the extent to
which investments underlying the financial product
are taxonomy-aligned.

key performance indicators for the particular business and (vi) references to the amounts recorded in
the financial statements and further clarifications in
this regard.
If the policies are not applied in relation to one
or more of the aforementioned aspects, the statement
provides a clear and detailed explanation of the reason for this choice.
To conclude, another distinction considers the
subjects required to publish the non-financial statement. In this sense, NFRD proposed, in one hand, a
non-financial statement for large undertakings (art.
19 bis) and, in the other, a consolidated non-financial
statement for public interest entities which are parent
undertakings of a large group (art. 29 bis).
Observed Issues of NFRD and Following Remediation of CSRD
There is ample evidence that the information that
corporates report with NFRD is not sufficient[8]. Reports often omit information that investors and other
stakeholders think is important and reported information can be hard to compare from corporate to
corporate. Thus, investors lack a reliable overview of
sustainability-related risks to which corporates are
exposed. There is empirical evidence that NFRD suffers of several weaknesses. In this sense, EC point out
a major problem relating to the scope of the directive.
In fact, we observed reporting requirement for less
than 45 percent of large European corporates and
the exclusion of millions of SMEs. In addition to the
previous problem, EC highlights the absence of a nonfinancial reporting standard or framework. NFRD
gives to corporates the flexibility to disclose relevant
information in the way they consider most useful.
However, although this approach favors greater ease
in compiling non-financial statements, it represents a
great burden for the comparability of different nonfinancial statement of different entities and, consequently, a lack of awareness for final investors. Finally, the absence of assurance of non-financial reports is considered another great limit of NFRD[5].
In fact, for the verification of the non-financial information provided, the NFRD includes only a requirement that the statutory auditor (or audit firm)
check whether the non-financial information has been
provided[9].
To overcome these limits, in 2021 was published
the CSRD. The CSRD - Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive - is a proposal that significantly enhances the scope of the existing NFRD rules and sets
out in far greater detail the non-financial information
that entities should report. In fact, with referment
to the previously exposed NFRD limits, the CSRD
provides, firstly, reporting requirement for a wider
number of corporates including large European corporates and quoted SMEs. Furthermore, with the
new Directive, it is now required the use of a nonfinancial reporting standard or framework to ease
comparability between different entities, and to guar-

NFRD - Non-Financial
Reporting Directive
In line with the provisions of the European Commission in 2019, the European Parliament recognized
the importance of communicating information on
sustainability, regarding social and environmental
factors, to identify risks to sustainability and increase the confidence of investors and consumer. The
"NFRD" directive[10] is an amendment to the Accounting Directive 2013/34/EU which provides that
the non-financial or ESG aspects will be integrated
into corporate strategies and reports with the aim of
increasing the relevance, uniformity and comparability of information communicated by certain corporates and certain large groups across the Union. The
ESG aspects are disclosed through a non-financial
statement containing information relating to, firstly,
environmental aspects referred to the current and
predictable impact of the corporate’s activities on
the environment as well as on health and safety, the
use of renewable and/or non-renewable energy resources. Secondly, social aspects and information
regarding the actions taken to ensure gender equality,
the implementation of fundamental labor conventions, respect for workers’ right to be informed and
consulted and health/safety at work. Finally, human
rights and anti-corruption with referment to information on prevention human rights violations and/or
existing tools to combat active and passive corruption. Moreover, NFRD specified that the non-financial
statement must necessarily contain at least the following information: (i) brief description of the business
model; (ii) description of the policies pursued in relation to those matters; (iii) outcome of these policies;
(iv) risks related to those matters; (v) non-financial
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antee to final investors a greater degree of awareness
of the ESG policies of European companies. Finally,
with the introduction of assurance of non-financial reports, it is required to all corporates within the scope
to seek limited assurance for reported sustainability
information while including an option to move towards a reasonable assurance requirement at a later
stage[9].

tivity and for the future on people and nature.
Significant harm linked to climate change adaptation are activities that lead to a worsening of
the negative effects of the current climate and
the anticipated future climate on oneself or on
people, nature or assets.
• Water and Marine Resources: Activity that
contributes to the achievement of the good
state of surface and underground water bodies or to prevent their deterioration and to the
achievement of the good ecological status of
marine waters or to prevent their deterioration. Potential significant harm at marine level
can be represented by activities that adversely
affect ecological potential of water bodies, including surface and ground waters or the good
ecological status of marine waters.

EU Taxonomy Regulation
The Paris Agreement aims to strengthen the response
to climate change by making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) and climate-resilient development,
among other means. In that context, on 12 December
2019, the European Council adopted conclusions on
climate change. In light thereof, the EU Taxonomy
Regulation represents a key step towards the objective of achieving a climate-neutral Union by 2050. On
June 2020 the European Parliament and the Council
of the European Union Published Regulation (EU)
2020/852 on the establishment of a framework to
facilitate sustainable investment and amending Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 (SFDR). This Regulation aims
to: (i) supplement the rules on transparency in precontractual disclosures laid down in Regulation (EU)
2019/2088 (SFDR) and (ii) establish the criteria for
determining whether an economic activity qualifies
as environmentally sustainable for the purposes of
establishing the degree to which an investment is
environmentally sustainable.

• Circular Economy: Activity that contributes to
the transition to a circular economy, including
the prevention, reuse, and recycling of waste.
For circular economy, can be considered dangerous the activities that lead to significant
inefficiencies in the use of materials or in the
direct or indirect use of natural resources, if it
involves a significant increase in the production, incineration, or disposal of waste.
• Pollution: Activity that contributes substantially to the protection of the environment from
pollution. In the other hand, pollution can be
increased by activities that involve a significant
increase in emissions of pollutants into the air,
water or soil compared to the situation that
existed before its start.
• Biodiversity and Ecosystems: Activity that
contributes substantially to protecting, conserving, or restoring biodiversity or to achieving
the good condition of ecosystems, or to protecting ecosystems that are already in good condition. The respective significant harm for this
last goal consists in activities that threaten the
good condition and resilience of ecosystems or
the conservation status of habitats and species,
including those of interest to the Union.

Focus on Regulation
The EU Taxonomy[12] is a classification system
whose purpose is to establish whether an investment/activity can qualify as sustainable or not. In
order to establish the degree of eco-sustainability of
an investment, an economic activity is considered
eco-sustainable if it is carried out in compliance with
the minimum safeguards, complies with the technical screening criteria set by the Commission, and if
the investments pursue one or more of the 6 environmental goals and do not significant harm to the
same goals. Below is an in-depth analysis of the 6
objectives and their respective significant damage:

In Addition, EU Taxonomy Regulation also focuses on two different types of activities: transition
activities and enabling activities.
Concerning transition activities, they are activities for which there are no technologically and economically feasible low-carbon alternatives, but that
support the transition to a climate-neutral economy
in a manner that is consistent with a pathway to limit
the temperature increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius above
pre-industrial levels, including by phasing out greenhouse gas emissions, in particular emissions from
solid fossil fuels, and where that activity has, firstly,
greenhouse gas emission levels that correspond to
the best performance in the sector or industry, and
secondly, the activity does not hamper the development and deployment of low-carbon alternatives. At

• Climate Change Mitigation: Activities that
help stabilize concentrations of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere or mitigate climate
change by supporting the transition to a
climate-neutral economy. In this case, European Parliament identifies activities leading
to significant greenhouse gas emissions as a
significant harm.
• Climate Change Adaptation: Activity that contributes to substantially reduce the risk of negative effects of the current climate and the climate forecast for the future on economic acIssue n. 04 / 2022
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TABLE 1: European Commission. EU taxonomy: Complementary Climate Delegated Act to accelerate decarbonisation

last, such activity does not lead to a lock-in of carbonintensive assets, considering the economic lifetime of
those assets. Moreover, within the EU Taxonomy are
also being considered the enabling activities, that is
those activities which allow other activities to bring
a direct substantial contribution to the environmental goals, if the activity does not lead to a lock-in
of assets that undermine long-term environmental
goals and has a substantial positive environmental
impact. Finally, for more details regarding Taxonomy
Complementary Climate Delegated Act on climate
change mitigation and adaptation covering certain
gas and nuclear activities, please refer to Table 1.

• Two graphs - That show the taxonomyalignment of investments of the financial product, including and excluding sovereign bonds,
based on one of three KPIs (turnover, capital
expenditure (CapEx), operating expenditure
(OpEx));
• A voluntary assurance - That must be provided
by an auditor, or a review by a third party, that
the economic activities funded by the product,
that qualify as environmentally sustainable, are
compliant with the criteria of the Taxonomy
Regulation.

Transition Capacity Testing

Additional Disclosures

The “EU climate pathway” or “EU climate baseline
scenario” are terms that can be seen as definitions of
targets to be met by economic activities according to
the criteria established by the EU Taxonomy classification system, by 2030 and 2050. Given the shortmedium time that is the 2030 target, it is estimated
that 180 to 270 billion of Euro are to be invested annually to fulfil the transition towards a more sustainable
economy. Since the EU economy is financed for over
70 percent by the European banking sector, it plays
an important role in funding the transition of all relevant economic sectors under the European Green
Deal[14].
The EU economy is mainly composed by SMEs,

On 22nd October 2021, ESAs have developed Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) regarding the content
and presentation of disclosures under Regulation
(EU) 2019/2088 (’Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation’ or ’SFDR’). With reference to the “Taxonomy
Regulation”, the RTS[1] focuses on the inclusion of
additional disclosures that identify the environmental
objectives to which the product contributes and show
how and to what extent the product’s investments
are aligned with the EU Taxonomy. For measuring
how and to what extent activities funded by the product are aligned with the EU taxonomy, the proposals
consist of two elements:
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corporates, and households, and each of them will
have a different time in order to be fully sustainable,
or to be aligned with the EU Taxonomy. Indeed, the
transition will be carried out with the help of further
policies, laws, and regulations where the main objectives will take as a central point the criteria set in the
EU taxonomy, and it will be operated by the banking system, or other financial institutions. Therefore,
the EU Taxonomy criteria helps European banks to
understand how ready and able a counterparty is to
adjust its activities/behaviour to meet the criteria.
Given the current context, the EBA announces
a transition capacity testing[14] , which is an alternative concept for the identification of the portfolios or exposures that are most vulnerable to climate
change based on a categorization system that follows
the European Union Taxonomy criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities (EU Taxonomy). These stress tests allow banks to identify their
progress in the process of adapting to climate objectives as established in the technical screening criteria
of the EU Taxonomy and to test the need for any
additional financing for the transition.
As of now, technical screening criteria have been
developed only for the first 2 environmental objectives presented by the EU Taxonomy (mitigation and
adaption), while further development of technical
screening criteria by European Commission for the
remaining 4 environmental objectives (the sustainable
use and protection of water and marine resources, the
transition to a circular economy, the transition to a
circular economy and the protection and restoration
of biodiversity and ecosystems) will arrive at a later
stage.
Indeed, given the current state of the development, the EU Taxonomy compliant activities that are
currently taken into consideration for the Transition
Capacity Testing are: activities that have as objective climate change mitigation; activities that have
as objective climate change adaption; transitional activities and enabling activities. In this regard the
transition capacity test generates a link between the
initial static balance sheet categorized according to
the EU Taxonomy (also used for disclosure of Pillar 3 requirements), and the multiple scenario and
sensitivity analysis in the longer term.

are not aligned with the EU Taxonomy, or the relevant unaligned portion of the exposures, will then be
allocated to the ’not aligned with Taxonomy criteria’
category and the exposures that need to transition are
then placed in the relevant bucket of the Taxonomy
category.
After identifying the exposures that need to transition, the evaluation of the “likelihood of transition”,
which focuses on the readiness and willingness to
align to the EU Taxonomy criteria, takes place and it
is impacted by 2 main factors: the distance from meeting the taxonomy technical criteria and the existence
of a strategy and credible transition plan. In particular, the likelihood of transition can be evaluated on
an exposure-by-exposure basis. The starting point
consists in estimating the distance, of a certain company, from meeting the Taxonomy criteria. In this
case, greater the distance, smaller the likelihood to
transition (unless there is a credible transition plan).
Once the distance has been estimated, we have an
initial indication of whether the company is likely to
transition fully, partially or is not likely to transition.
Moreover, in this context, not only the exposures are
considered a variable to evaluate the likelihood to
transition. In fact, the existence of a clear strategy
and transition plan that outlines the path towards
improving the parameters of the specified activity,
is the second important component in allocating the
exposures to the buckets based on the likelihood to
transition. If a company has developed a clear strategy and investment plan regarding how to improve
its environmental performance, the exposure should
be placed in the “likely to transition partially” or
“likely to fully transition” bucket depending on the
transition plan’s credibility. If no such plan is available, a conservative approach should be adopted of
placing the exposures in the “not likely to transition”
bucket.
Finally, after the allocation of all the relevant exposures to their buckets, based on the likelihood to
transition, and considering the 2030-time horizon,
banks would have a clear picture about exposures
that are not likely to transition (NLTR index) and exposures in activities that are likely to transition fully
or partially (TCTR index).

Prudential Disclosures on ESG
Risks

Categorisation System Based on EU Taxonomy
The categorisation system, on which is based the
Transition Capacity Testing, is carried out in 3 steps
as follow. Firstly, the exposures in the sectors covered by the EU Taxonomy need to be allocated to one
of the Taxonomy categories (adaptation, transitional,
enabling and mitigation) following the Taxonomybased allocation of the economic activities based on
the NACE code of the main activity. Secondly, the
exposure’s alignment with the EU Taxonomy should
be determined to classify all or part of the exposure
as being aligned with the EU Taxonomy criteria. Finally, once step 2 is completed, the exposures that
Issue n. 04 / 2022

On January 24th, 2022 the final draft on prudential
disclosures on ESG risk has been released by EBA[2]
where tables, templates and associated instructions
have been developed to disclose prudential information on environmental, social and governance (ESG)
risks, including transition and physical risk.
At a glance, the main areas of development that are
taken into consideration are:
• Implementation of the Pillar 3 Framework;
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• Quantitative Information to Be Disclosed on
Climate-change-related Risks;

Data relating to the quality of their exposure to credit
risk, explaining all the possible implications their exposures may have when it comes to liquidity risk, operational risk, as well as providing forward-looking
information.

• Disclosure on Climate-change Transition Risk;
• Disclosure on Climate-change Physic Risk;

Disclosure on Climate-change Physic Risk: in
the case of climate change physical risk, institutions
are asked to identify those exposures towards sectors
and geographies that may be negatively impacted
by climate change events linked to physical acute
and chronic risks. The use by institutions of dedicated portals and databases (i.e., GFDRR - ThinkHazard!, WRI - Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas, World Bank
- Climate Change Knowledge Portal) is essential to
identify geographies that are subject to physical risk.
The use of the abovementioned databases is not the
unique way of institutions to collect information. In
fact, institutions may also use the data offered by
EU bodies and by national government authorities
(e.g., meteorological, environmental, and statistical
agencies or geoscience organisations). Furthermore,
bearing in mind that physical risks may materialise in
the long term, institutions are asked to complement
sectoral and geographical information with information in terms of residual maturity of the exposures,
by maturity bucket.

• Qualitative Disclosure on ESG Factors.
All these topics will be covered in the following
where the key information have been reported.
Implementation of the Pillar 3 Framework: these
new iterations of the ITS are improving the Pillar 3
Framework by implementing prudential disclosures
on ESG risks and helping institutions when it comes
to disclosure of comparable information regarding
ESG-risks to the public. Therefore, the new prudential disclosures will provide investors all the necessary information to compare the financial activities of
institutions to their sustainability performance, will
improve the transparency of institutions by specifying how they are mitigating such risks, will explain
how they intend to carry out the support to counterparties in the adaptation of climate change and in the
transition to a sustainable economy.
Quantitative Information to Be Disclosed on
Climate-change-related Risks: the intervention of
the EBA on the Pillar 3 Framework provides further
remediation to the actual non-exhaustive situation
that involves the disclosure of non-financial information. The goal is to make these disclosures consistent
and comparable by setting compulsory standards and
by adding templates and tables to gather more granularity. Quantitative information are to be provided in
regards to climate change risks, transition risks, physical risks, GAR (Green Asset Ratio) disclosure for all
those exposures to counterparties who are subject to
disclosure obligations under Non-Financial Reporting Directive 2014/95/EU, the disclosure of the BTAR
(Banking Book Taxonomy Alignment Ratio) for all
activities that are EU Taxonomy aligned including exposure to counterparties that currently are not under
catch of the NFDR Regulation disclosure obligations.

Qualitative Disclosure on ESG Factors: another
focus of the ITS is towards qualitative disclosures
about ESG risks that may arise on the balance sheet
of credit institutions from the impacts of these very
same factors toward their counterparties. The qualitative disclosure, that must be complementary to quantitative disclosure, is arranged by the risk categories
of environmental risk, social risk and governance
risk, and each category have to provide information
regarding:
• Governance - the information to be disclosed
are: the responsibilities of the management
body in setting that oversees and monitors the
risk framework, the objectives, the strategies
and policies relating to ESG risks; the integration of these risks into the organisational arrangements including the role of risk committees, business lines and internal control functions; governance arrangements in terms of
setting targets, escalation procedures and reporting; alignment of the remuneration policy
with ESG risks.

Disclosure on Climate-change Transition Risk:
as for transition risk, institutions will be asked by
EBA to disclose information relating to exposures
in all those sectors that have high impact towards
climate change, diving deep in all fossil fuel and
carbon exposures, as well as all Taxonomy-aligned
exposures:

• Business Model and Strategy - the information
to be disclosed are: the adjustment of the institution’s business strategy to integrate ESG
risks and factors; objectives, targets, and limits for the assessment of environmental risk in
the short term, medium term and long term,
and performance assessment against these objectives and limits; policies and procedures relating to direct and indirect engagement with
customers on their ESG risk strategies.

• Exposures towards non-financial corporates
(NFCs) are in scope and both metrics and KPIs
proposed are aligned with the FSB-TCFD recommendations (therefore the sources and the
methodology used are to be provided for GHG
emissions);
• Exposures to real estate are also in scope,
where particular attention has been posed on
the energy efficiency of the real estate that
serves as collateral.

• Risk Management - the information to be dis-
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closed are: the current standards that institutions use for ESG risk management (definitions
and methodologies); processes to identify activities and exposures sensitive to environmental, social and governance risks, taking into
account relevant channels and considerations
specific to each risk category; processes to identify and monitor exposures and activities that
are subject to material ESG risks; institutions’
activities, commitments and exposures to mitigate ESG risks; implementation of risk tools for
identification and management of ESG risks
such as stress test and scenario analysis; description of links between ESG risks and conventional risk categories such as credit risk,
market risk, operational risk and liquidity risk.

climate and environmental risks[4]. The assessment
also considers the extent to which banks’ disclosures
are well-substantiated and provides a preliminary
indication of their preparedness for upcoming requirements. The supervisory assessment on climaterelated and environmental risk disclosures is carried
out with a view: (i) to identifying key gaps; (ii) to
consider the extent to which banks’ disclosures are
well-substantiated and (iii) on the content of the disclosure.
Overall, the gap analysis shows that institutions
have shown clear progress in 2020 in various areas,
compared with 2019. However, most institutions
still need to make significant efforts to transparently
disclose their exposures to climate-related and environmental risks and further improve their disclosure
practices, especially for practices concerning disclosures on business model.
With focus on the substantiation of disclosure,
the analysis conducted by ECB showed that virtually
none of the banks disclose all the basic information
on climate-related and environmental risk that would
align with all the ECB’s expectations. In fact, almost
a half of the sample of banks’ disclosures were even
assessed as insufficient from both the content and
substantiation perspectives. Overall, institutions still
scarcely substantiate their climate-related and environmental metrics and targets. Only a small number
of institutions disclose the methodologies, definitions,
and criteria for all of the figures, metrics and targets
reported as material. Conversely, a great part of institutions does not disclose these aspects at all. As
regards the content of disclosures, the supervisory
review concluded that they remain sparse and heterogeneous across the board. Some banks publish dedicated climate-related and environmental risk reports
with extensive qualitative and quantitative information, while other banks report on climate-related risks
only to a marginal extent.
About content of the disclosure, it is possible to
observe that:

All Institutions will have to begin the disclosure
of the information above requested starting from June
2022. It will be an annual disclosure at first, to become semi-annual afterwards. In practical terms the
first disclosure will happen in 2023 for the disclosure
reference date of end of December 2022.
In addition to what has been illustrated so far,
on 31st March 2022, the decision to establish the
development of a thorough global starting point
of sustainability disclosures for capital market was
taken by the International Sustainability Standards
Board (ISSB) [13]. In this sense, a consultation on
its first two proposed standard has been launched.
One ("IFRS S1- General Requirements for Disclosure
of Sustainability-related Financial Information") sets
out general sustainability-related disclosure requirements. The sustainability-related financial information disclosed would be centred on a company’s consideration of its governance, strategy and risk management and the metrics and targets it uses to measure, monitor and manage significant sustainabilityrelated risks and opportunities. Regarding the other
standard ("IFRS S2 - Climate-related Disclosures"), a
company applying the proposals in the General Requirements Exposure Draft would apply the Climate
Exposure Draft to provide material information about
its significant climate-related risks and opportunities.
The Climate Exposure Draft proposes requiring a
company to disclose information that would enable
an investor to assess the effect of climate related risks
and opportunities on its enterprise value. To date,
the proposals are subjected to a 120-day consultation
period. In particular, ISSB is seeking feedback from
the stakeholder in order to review them in the second part of the year with the final aim to finalize the
proposal in the end of 2022.

• Business Model and Strategy: slightly more
than half of the institutions do not detail the
potential strategic impact of both the physical
and transition risk up to this day but give just
a general illustration of how climate change or
climate-related risks can affect the economy or
the financial sector, leaving behind no trace of
the bank’s business model. The remaining part
of the banks disclose little information regarding the strategic impact of both physical and
transition risk. As for the KPI and KRI side,
most institutions did not disclose the metrics.
• Governance: there have been good improvements regarding board oversight of climaterelated and environmental risks compared to
2020. In fact, most of the institutions addressed
have now established appropriate rules for reporting and monitoring. The management of
the evolution of the risks and the govern of

Banks’ Progress Towards
Transparent ESG Disclosures
The ECB published an updated assessment of the
progress European banks have made on disclosing
Issue n. 04 / 2022
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Conclusions

exposures to the risks has also improved, even
though the level of detail is still broad. There
is still work to do as a considerable percentage
of the institutions do not provide, or partially
provide, qualitative information.

Introduction of new regulations such as Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) and NonFinancial Reporting Directives (NFRD) integrated
by the Corporate Sustainability Disclosure Directive
(CSRD), aim to improve the overall transparency of
disclosed information, and prevent “greenwashing”.
The impact of the SFDR will be significant in terms
of additional disclosure. It catalyzes strategic choices
on how to approach sustainability as a firm. In addition, SFDR unleash a flood of new sustainability
information for investors to interpret.
Moving on CSRD, it represents a new era in sustainability reporting. It will be required to a larger
number of organizations, to report on ESG following
reporting guidelines. Furthermore, the introduction
of an assurance report will certify the reliability of the
information, granting greater protection for investors.
Finally, thanks to the introduction of “double materiality” concept, corporates will identify and manage
ESG factors from double perspective.
In addition, EU taxonomy introduced a new classification system on which is based the Transition
capacity testing proposed by EBA. EU Taxonomy represents a classification system of investments based
on different level of sustainability. The possibility to
divide investments in sustainability categories, allows
intermediaries to define the quality of each investment and, consequently, to manage ESG risks in a
more efficient way.
Focusing now on the proposal of a Transition
capacity testing, it involves a categorization of the
activities and the consequent evaluation of the likelihood of transition to identify the most vulnerable
exposures. It would offer banks and supervisors a
tool to understand banks’ counterparties need.
However, to conclude, the generalized confusion
regarding technical methods on how to disclose the
information requested, are causing some trouble both
for FMPs and corporates. On one hand some products/activities that are not actually “green” are labelled as if they were. On the other, the lack of granular information to be disclosed is a relevant problem:
indeed, notwithstanding the recent intervention of
the EBA with the final draft of ITS that will improve
the gathering of data relating to ESG factors, the lack
of data will remain a problem for years to come.

• Risk Management: compared to 2020, there
have been improvements in this regard. Most
of the institutions now specify the processes in
place to identify, assess and manage climaterelated and/or environmental risks, although
only a small group have done this comprehensively. As for the tools provided to address risks, a considerable minor percentage
of the institutions now do make references to
the use of stress testing and climate/related
scenario analysis in their assessment of risk
and identification. Also, many institutions report how climate-related and/or environmental risks are now taken into consideration for
credit-granting policies and procedures.
• Disclosures of Other Environmental Risks:
most institutions still have a blind spot for
other environmental risk drivers, such as biodiversity loss and pollution. Moreover, in most
cases those disclosures relate not to the bank’s
portfolio, but mostly to its own operations or to
side projects. In fact, most of the participating
institutions do not disclose information about
their processes to identify and report on the
adverse environmental impact of their lending
activities.
• Disclosure of Scope 3 Financed Emissions:
generally, a great part of Institutions disclose
scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. However, only a
few numbers can give well-substantiated information about scope 3. This absence of information makes it challenging to compare Scope 3
emissions across banks.
• Taxonomy Alignment: some banks made a
qualitative reference to the Taxonomy concerning the preparatory work for screening their
portfolios to identify the assets in questions.
Moreover, some Institutions already disclose
how they might or will use the taxonomy. As
a result, only a small part of the banks in the
sample provided some quantitative information relating to the Taxonomy. To conclude,
in the context of the CSRD and upcoming Implementing Technical Standards by the EBA
ITS, banks subject to these rules will have to
disclose specific metrics showing the extent
to which their assets are aligned with the EU
Taxonomy and specific transition alignment
metrics. The current report demonstrates that
banks’ current disclosures are not sufficient
to meet future regulatory disclosure requirements.
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T

he Bank of Italy, in line with similar ECB initiatives, has drawn up an initial set of supervisory expectations
regarding the integration of climate and environmental risks into the business strategies, governance and
control systems, risk management frameworks and disclosures of supervised banking and financial intermediaries.
Expectations provide general non-binding information. Their implementation at an operational level is left to the individual
intermediary. The document is addressed to all entities whose activities are subject to authorization and supervision by the
Bank of Italy according to the “Testo Unico Bancario - TUB” and “Testo Unico della Finanza - TUF”: banks, SIMs, SGRs,
self-managed SICAVs/SICAFs, financial intermediaries under Article 106 TUB and their parent companies, payment
institutions, IMELs. During 2022, the Bank of Italy will initiate a discussion with the intermediaries on the degree of
compliance with expectations and plans for adaptation. This assessment will be included in the supervisory analysis paths,
with the aim of ensuring the progressive alignment of business practices with expectations.

T

he Bank of Italy, in line with similar ECB
initiatives[7], has drawn up an initial set of supervisory expectations regarding the integration of climate and environmental risks into the business strategies, governance and control systems, risk
management frameworks and disclosures of supervised banking and financial intermediaries[2]. The
expectations provide non-binding general indications,
while their declination at operative level is entrusted
to the individual intermediary, which will independently assess the relevance of the issues for the business model, applying solutions consistent with the
degree and intensity of exposure to risks, according
to the type, size and complexity of the activities and
the company structure.

tal degradation are sources of structural change that
affect economic activity and, in turn, the financial
system. For further details regarding the main international regulatory and supervisory initiatives see
the Table 2.
Climate-related and environmental risks are commonly understood to comprise two main risk drivers:
• Physical risk refers to the financial impact of
a changing climate, including more frequent
extreme weather events and gradual changes
in climate, as well as of environmental degradation, such as air, water and land pollution,
water stress, biodiversity loss and deforestation.
• Transition risk refers to an institution’s financial loss that can result, directly or indirectly,
from the process of adjustment towards a
lower-carbon and more environmentally sustainable economy.

A sustainable growth model is based on the full
integration of ESG factors. Among the ESG components that are part of this specific type of risk,
the focus is on environmental ones. The theme related to climate and environmental risks has been
progressively intensifying within the international
agenda, starting with the signing of the Paris Agreement in 2015 and the COP26 in Glasgow in October
2021. At the European level they have been declined
through the “Green Deal” presented in 2019 by the
European Commission (EC), while on the Italian territory the theme has been affected within the “Piano
Nazionale Ripresa e Resilienza” (PNRR), going to
incorporate these new climate goals with those already pre-existing. Climate change and environmenIssue n. 04 / 2022

Physical and transition risk drivers impact economic
activities, which in turn impact the financial system.
This impact can occur directly, through for example
lower corporate profitability or the devaluation of
assets, or indirectly, through macro-financial changes.
These risks also affect the resilience of an institution’s business model over the medium to longer
term, and predominantly those institutions with business models that are reliant on sectors and markets
which are particularly vulnerable to climate-related
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TABLE 2: Overview of the main regulatory initiatives

and environmental risks. In addition, physical and
transition risks can trigger further losses, stemming
directly or indirectly from legal claims (commonly
referred to as “liability risk”) and reputational loss
as a result of the public, the institution’s counterparties and/or investors associating the institution
with adverse environmental impacts (“reputational
risk”). Consequently, physical and transition risks
are drivers of existing risk, in particular credit risk,
operational risk, market risk and liquidity risk[7].
In this context, the role of the financial system
remains central: the amount of investment necessary
to facilitate the transition requires the support of private resources, making the role of the banking and
financial industry as a channel for directing financial flows essential. The transformation underway
presents new opportunities, as well as new risks, for
the financial sector. It is important that operators
put in place appropriate protection and develop adequate practices to identify, measure, monitor and
mitigate these risks, while continuing to ensure the
necessary access to credit and assisting companies engaged in the long and complex process of transition
with new finance and adequate advisory services.
Equally important is the ability to communicate the
integration of climate and environmental risks in
one’s own strategic and operational model, avoiding
unfair practices (e.g., greenwashing) which, on the
contrary, would discourage the development of sustainable finance and compromise the reputation of
the operators themselves.
The document[2] is addressed to all entities
whose activities are subject to authorization and su-

pervision by the Bank of Italy according to the“Testo
Unico Bancario - TUB” and “Testo Unico della Finanza - TUF”: banks, SIMs, SGRs, self-managed
SICAVs/SICAFs, financial intermediaries under Article 106 TUB and their parent companies, payment
institutions, IMELs. During 2022, the Bank of Italy
will initiate a discussion with the intermediaries on
the degree of compliance with expectations and plans
for adaptation. This assessment will be included in
the supervisory analysis paths, with the aim of ensuring the progressive alignment of business practices
with expectations.
The Bank of Italy reserves the possibility to integrate the document over time, in order to take into
account, the development of best practices and the
evolution of the regulatory framework of reference
and, eventually, expanding it to include social and
governance issues.
In June 2022, the Bank of Italy came out with a
note [1] presenting the recent evidence on the initiatives launched by Italian banks to assess and integrate
the risks posed by climate change in the management of their activities. From this it can be deduced
that only a limited number of intermediaries have
already started an analysis of the impact of climatic
risk (physical and transitional) on the loan portfolio,
even if a large percentage of banks are preparing to
do so in the near future. Compared to similar surveys
carried out in past years, the number of intermediaries showing awareness and attention to the risks
associated with climate change is growing, but the
dissemination of good practices for their complete integration into corporate strategies is still insufficient.
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Supervisory Expectations

purposes of an accurate definition of the corporate
strategy. The Bank of Italy expects the following
situations:

Governance

• Intermediaries must be able to assess the materiality of climatic and environmental, physical
and transitional risks that may influence the
business landscape.

EXPECTATION 1 - “The Board of Directors of intermediaries plays an active role of direction and governance
in integrating climate and environmental risks into the
corporate culture and strategy as well as into the corporate
risk appetite framework (where foreseen) and into the risk
limits of the portfolios managed, declining in a consistent
manner the main corporate policies and the adaptation of
the organizational and management systems. With this in
mind, the Board of Directors approves an appropriate plan
of initiatives”[2].
When scanning their business environment, institutions are expected to identify risks arising from
climate change and environmental degradation at the
level of key sectors, geographic areas and related to
products and services they are active in or are considering becoming active in[7]. Robust governance is
a fundamental prerequisite for the development of
a healthy and resilient business model. The increasing significance of climate and environmental risks,
therefore, requires intermediaries to consider how to
integrate these risks into their decision-making processes and organizational and operational structures,
setting up appropriate action plans. To ensure that
the Board of Directors effectively meets these expectations, intermediaries should pay particular attention
to the following aspects:

• The intermediaries must be able to understand
and measure the impacts on the business environment, in the short, medium and long term,
also in order to orient strategic choices and
ensure, through this way, the resilience of the
business model.
The scenario analysis tool is particularly useful
in the context of climate-related and environmental risks given the uncertainty associated with the
future course of climate change and society’s relative response. By developing a set of plausible scenarios to test the resilience of its business model,
an institution can account for this uncertainty in its
strategic decision-making. These scenarios are expected to include assumptions regarding the impact
of climate-related and environmental risks and the
time horizons over which these effects are expected
to materialise. These assumptions can be quantitative
and/or qualitative in nature, are expected to rely on
forward-looking information where available, and
also to be relevant to an institution’s particular exposure to environmental risk. In turn, scenario analyses
can be used to assess risks in the short to medium
term as well as in the longer term[2]. It is important for intermediaries to consider the results of the
impact analysis in their strategic planning, defining
environmental sustainability objectives (key performance indicators) and monitoring their achievement.
Climate and environmental risks can produce their
effects beyond the usual time horizon: intermediaries
can change the time horizon of their strategic planning and include the assessments obtained in the
analysis. As far as the integration of sustainability
factors into investment decision-making processes is
concerned, it will have to be declined both at entity
and financial products level that be offered and addressed to operators who provides investment and
collective asset management services involving the
making investment decisions. The Bank of Italy expects intermediaries to translate these guidelines into
investment policies, keeping in mind the impact of
sustainability risks on the portfolios managed and
drafting an offer strategy consistent with the strategic line pursued and capable of meeting investors’
expectations.

• Skills that enable the intermediaries to comprehend and assess the implications of climate
and environmental risks on the business model
and strategy;
• Roles and responsibilities that the Board of
Directors assigns to its members and/or endoconsiliar committees;
• Adequate and available information flows
thanks to the use of a specific reporting system
on ESG risks with a focus on the medium-long
term outlook. The Board of Directors uses key
performance indicators (KPIs) and key risk indicators (KRIs) to monitor and analyses the
objectives defined; if adequate metrics are not
available, reporting is based on internal and
external qualitative information.
Business Model and Strategy
EXPECTATION 2 - “In the definition and implementation of business strategy, intermediaries identify climate
and environmental risks capable of affecting the business
environment and are able to understand and measure their
impacts, in order to ensure the resilience of the business
model and guide its development prospects” [2].
The business strategy is an institution’s principal
tool for positioning itself within its business environment in order to generate acceptable returns in
line with its risk appetite. The analysis of the business context assumes particular importance for the
Issue n. 04 / 2022

Organizational System and Operational Processes
EXPECTATION 3 - “The Board of Directors modulates
the various interventions in the organization and operational processes to handle climate and environmental risks
in a manner consistent and proportional to the evaluations
formulated regarding their materiality” [2].
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• Ensures that instructional processes supporting investment and lending decisions consider
associated climate and environmental risks in
a documented manner;

The Board of Directors ensures that the strategy
is consistently implemented. To this end, it explicitly
identifies the internal structures responsible for climate and environmental risks, clearly describes their
mandate, and adapts the relevant policies and procedures. As regards the tasks related to climate and
environmental risks, they can be assigned to existing
structures or to a special structure; in this case, it
is expected that it will be clearly defined how this
will be integrated into existing processes and interface with other functions. The management body is
expected to consider the knowledge, skills and experience of its members in the area of climate-related and
environmental risk in its assessment of the collective
suitability of such members.
In organizational terms, Governance can be structured in different ways, this will depend upon the
model and approach chosen; the practice provides
for three main organizational solutions: (i) Centralized: an ad hoc structure is built to govern climate
and environmental risk issues; (ii) Decentralized: sustainability issues are managed among the various
structures involved; these are assigned roles and responsibilities in relation to the perimeter of their
competence and (iii) Hybrid: a dedicated structure
is set up for the coordination of climate and environmental issues; this ad hoc structure then has the
task of integrating these factors into the activities of
the other functions, assigning specific responsibilities
for activities that require ad hoc skills based on the
degree of technicality and complexity.
The Board of Directors is preserved assignments
such us:

• Ensures the definition of tasks and responsibilities of the first line of defence in terms of
risk-taking and risk management of climaterelated and environmental risks;
• Ensures that the Risk Management function
incorporates climate and environmental factors into the assessment of exposure to and
monitoring of various risks and produces comprehensive reports;
• Ensures that the Compliance function considers all risks related to the issue and incorporates them into all relevant processes;
• Ensures that Internal Audit verifies the adequacy of safeguards and risk mitigation initiatives.
Risk Management System
EXPECTATION 4 - “The intermediaries carry out a mapping of the events that could occur as a result of climatic
and environmental risks (physical and transitional) and
consequently integrate the risk management system, identifying the risks that would be potentially affected and the
implications of prudential nature” [2].
The Risk Management function is responsible for
the correct implementation of the risk management
process, aimed at identifying, measuring, preventing
and mitigating all risks assumed or assumable by
the intermediary. Even if climatic and environmental risks are of a well-defined nature, their materialization determines impacts on traditional risks (in
particular, credit, market, operational and liquidity
risks - for further details please refer to Table 3). Climate risk management involves some elements of
complexity, deriving, on the one hand, from a high
degree of uncertainty about the extent of the effects
of climate change and, on the other hand, from the
need to adopt longer time horizons for evaluation.

• Evaluate the analytical, monitoring and reporting tools available;
• Evaluate the adequacy of human resources in
both qualitative and quantitative terms;
• Identify the appropriate remuneration policy,
in order to stimulate behaviours consistent
with the approach to climate and environmental risk adopted with the aim of achieving the
defined objectives;

EXPECTATION 5 -“Intermediaries shall put in place
actions to create a high-quality database on climate and environmental risk profiles. This database must be integrated
into an information system that supports the development
of metrics for climate risk assessment” [2].
Institutions are expected to adequately quantify
the climate-related and environmental risks for which
the institution is exposed to. Institutions are expected
to adopt a strategic approach to managing and/or
mitigating climate-related and environmental risks
in line with their business strategy and risk appetite,
and to adapt policies, procedures, risk limits and risk
controls accordingly. An institution’s risk management framework should provide specific guidance
on the implementation of its strategies and, where
appropriate, establish and maintain internal limits
consistent with its risk appetite and commensurate
with its sound operation, financial strength, capital

• Adopt organizational and process solutions
capable of acting positively on the degree of
energy efficiency of the intermediary’s corporate compendium;
• Exercise effective oversight over the institutions’ exposures and response to climaterelated and environmental risks.
In addition, the Bank of Italy expects the Board
of Directors to fulfil the following tasks:
• Ensures that corporate functions are involved
in training programs on the issue, to develop
awareness and skills in this regard;
• Ensures that IT systems are adequate and able
to systematically collect and aggregate all data,
especially those necessary for assessing exposure to climate and environmental risks;
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TABLE 3: Impacts of climatic and environmental risks on the so-called “Traditional risks”

base and strategic goals[7]. In fact, from a qualitative and quantitative point of view, the efficiency
and effectiveness of a Risk Management system are
strictly connected to the availability of an adequate
information system. However, with reference to climatic and environmental risks, the achievement of
this objective is made complex by additional difficulties relating, on one hand, to their intrinsic nature
and, on the other, to the availability, adequacy, and
quality of information. It is therefore essential to
make a substantial commitment to the collection and
storage of data, also through the establishment of
a constructive dialogue with counterparties. Therefore, the systematic evaluation of the available data
assumes centrality (also through comparison with
aggregate institutional sources) in order to test its robustness and integrity, as well as conducting periodic
data gap analysis to identify any information gap.

quantification of materiality with respect to climate
and environmental risks and the subsequent measurement and monitoring of their impacts on the level
of existing risks and, consequently, on the capital
and liquidity requirements and risk limits of managed portfolios, make reference to: (i) geographical, economic and regulatory context factors and (ii)
specific factors linked to strategic objectives, operations and business model (services offered and reference markets), the composition and quality of on
and off-balance sheet assets (loan portfolio, financial
investments, guarantees), the composition of funding
sources, logistical aspects.
Institutions are expected to assess the impact of
climate-related and environmental risks on their capital adequacy from an economic and a normative
perspective. Furthermore, institutions are expected
to consider in their forward-looking capital adequacy
assessment any risks, and any concentration within
and between those risks, that may arise from relevant
changes in their operating environment. Finally, institutions are expected to take into consideration the
impact of climate-related and environmental risks
when determining their capital adequacy in a way
that enables the institution to sustainably follow its
business model by ensuring economic and normative
capital adequacy, and they are expected to implement
both a normative perspective and an economic perspective that mutually inform each other, taking into
account potential effects of climate-related and environmental risks on economic value in the economic
perspective[7].

EXPECTATION 6 - “Intermediaries shall, based on appropriate materiality analyses, incorporate climate and
environmental risks into the processes for assessing the
adequacy of internal capital and liquidity by supplementing the risk limit system. In the case of intermediaries not
required to assess internal capital, the system of limits is
integrated to take into account the impact of climate and
environmental risks on the value of the portfolios managed
and/or on operating volumes”[2].
Institutions are expected to have a holistic and
well-documented view of the impact of climaterelated and environmental risks on existing risk categories. Institutions are responsible for implementing
a regular process for identifying all material risks
and including these in a comprehensive internal risk
inventory. Activities concerning the assessment and
Issue n. 04 / 2022

EXPECTATION 7 - "Considering the dynamicity nature
of climate risks, intermediaries define a program of periodic
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review and updating of the decisions taken in relation to
methodologies and tools for their assessment, in order to
continuously preserve their validity and significance"[2].
Institutions are expected to evaluate the appropriateness of their identification, measurement and
mitigation instruments for climate-related and environmental risks in their periodic reviews. Institutions
should perform regular internal reviews. The meaning of these assessments is affected, on one hand, by
the experiences not yet consolidated in the methodological field and, on the other, by the problems
related to the availability and quality of information.
While acknowledging the existence of these problems,
the intermediary is expected to initiate a process of
identifying an instrument (indicators, questionnaires,
scenario analysis and stress tests) suitable for supporting the regular measurement of these risks, encouraging the assessments of perspective type.

mining the level and origin of their future income.
For instance, as part of their business strategy and
risk appetite, institutions may decide to reduce or
limit exposures to sectors harmful for the environment or the climate or to steer away from loans collateralised by energy-inefficient real estate. The pricing
framework is then expected to support the chosen
risk perspective and strategy. In line with their business strategy and risk appetite, institutions may also
incentivise their clients to mitigate climate-related
and environmental risks[7]. Finally, for customers
associated with higher environmental and climatic
risks, an in-depth analysis of the business model will
be appropriate, taking into account the current and /
or prospective impacts of regulatory policies.

Integration of Climate Risks into Credit Risk

EXPECTATION 9 - "Intermediaries shall take into account the possible impact of climate and environmental
risks on the pricing of investments in financial instruments, both own and managed for third parties, also on a
prospective base, in order to minimize the risk of losses"[2].

Integration of Climate Risks into Market Risk

EXPECTATION 8 - "Intermediaries integrate climate and
environmental risks into all phases of the credit process,
adapting the related policies and procedures in line with
the EBA GL on the granting and monitoring of loans (EBA
/ GL / 2020/06[5])"[2].
Climate and environmental risks and the related
impacts on credit risk must be considered in the
granting of new loans, in monitoring the level of
sectoral and geographic concentration of the loan
portfolio and in assessing the guarantees supporting the loans. Specifically, institutions are expected
to form an opinion on how climate-related and environmental risks affect the borrower’s default risk.
As part of the granting of credit, intermediaries are
also required to formalize operational criteria, of a
qualitative and quantitative nature, based on which
to distinguish sectors of economic activity and individual borrowers based on their exposure to ESG
risks. As part of the sectoral and geographical concentration, intermediaries must map the geographical
position and economic sector of activity of the borrowers, defining classifications based on the degree
of vulnerability to physical and transition risk. For
instance, overexploitation of natural resources, such
as water, in certain areas might lead to limitations on
their use, which can lead in turn to disruptions to
production and losses to institutions’ counterparties.
Institutions are expected to adjust risk classification
procedures to identify and evaluate, at least qualitatively, climate-related and environmental risks. Furthermore, climate-related and environmental risks
may affect the value of collateral. Institutions are
expected to give particular consideration to the physical locations and the energy efficiency of commercial
and residential real estate in this regard. Institutions
are expected to incorporate these considerations into
both the process for establishing the value of collateral and into the review process prescribed by the
applicable regulations. The pricing of loans is an
important steering mechanism for institutions, deter-

Regarding market risk management, institutions
are expected to consider that environmental and
climate-related risks could lead to potential shifts
in supply and demand for financial instruments (e.g.,
securities, derivatives), products and services, with a
consequent impact on their values. Institutions that
invest in companies with business models that are
perceived as environmentally unsustainable or that
are geographically located in areas prone to physical risks might suffer a decline in the value of their
investment owing to changes in policy measures, market sentiment or technology, or as a result of severe
weather events or gradual adverse changes in climatic
conditions. Physical events could result in changes
in expectations, increased risk premium, increased
volatility and losses to asset values in certain markets.
Transition risk factors could generate repricing of financial instruments related to unsustainable sectors.
In addition, growing investor interest in sustainable
investment strategies could lead to increased demand
for financial instruments deemed "green" over others.
Incorporating ESG factors into market risk could result in updating investment policies, for example by
filling a list of less sustainable sectors to which the
intermediary decides to limit and/or reduce exposure. In the area of asset management, intermediaries
integrate the investment process by defining criteria
for taking ESG risks into account and identifying
the most appropriate investment selection strategies.
Given the specific characteristics of market activities, internal stress testing (e.g., a sensitivity analysis)
could be usefully applied to better understand and
assess the relevance of climate-related risks for an
institution’s trading and banking book.
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tutions are expected to consider the direct or indirect
impact of climate-related and environmental risks
on their liquidity position. Such assessments are expected to be conducted in a forward-looking manner,
assuming both business-as-usual and stressed conditions, and, in particular, to consider severe but plausible scenarios that may occur in combination, with a
focus on key vulnerabilities[7]. For intermediaries required to prepare it, climate and environmental risks
must be included in the ILAAP. For other intermediaries, these risks must be considered in the ICAAP or
other similar documentation among those included
in the reporting obligations to which the specific intermediary is subject. In addition, the liquidity risk
could also increase due to so-called greenwashing
practices. In conclusion, if the stakeholders perceive
an exclusively formal adherence to the ESG regulatory framework, the intermediaries could see limited
their access to the market, with consequences on their
ability to meet their liabilities within the contractual
terms envisaged (i.e., funding liquidity risk) or be
subject to significant requests for reimbursement of
the funds managed.

Integration of Climate Risks into Operational Risks
EXPECTATION 10 - "Intermediaries shall consider the
possible impact of climate and environmental risks on business continuity as well as the level of reputational and
legal risks"[2].
Intermediaries must take into account the possible adverse impact of physical risk on business
continuity that could be disrupted due to physical
damage to buildings, branches, and data centres as a
result of extreme weather and environmental events.
The geographic location in which an institution operates might make it more prone to physical risks. This
applies in particular to outsourced services and IT
activities, particularly if service providers are established in locations that are prone to extreme weather
events or other environmental vulnerabilities. Institutions are reminded to consider whether these could
affect their ability to process transactions, provide
services or cause legal liabilities for damage to third
parties, such as customers and other stakeholders.
In particular, when assessing its critical or important functions, an institution is expected to consider
the impacts of climate change on the provision of
these services. The outcome of this assessment, if
material for any of the institution’s business lines or
operations, is expected to be reflected in its business
continuity plan[7].
In addition to the risks that may affect business
continuity, the increase of consumer awareness of
climate issues may also entail reputational and legal
liability risks because of financing environmentally
controversial activities. Institutions associated with
social or environmental controversies - or more generally institutions that are perceived not to take due
consideration of environmental aspects in their business activities - could face negative financial impacts
stemming from reputational risks as a result of changing market sentiment in relation to environmental
and climate-related risks. The intermediary may also
expose itself to reputational risk if stakeholders feel
that sustainability issues are promoted exclusively
for marketing purposes, without the concrete implementation of actions aimed at supporting the ecological transition. Institutions may consider periodically
screening counterparties for controversial activities,
conducting environmental footprinting and/or damage cost exercises to identify potential pockets of risk,
and should reflect the outcomes of such screening
exercises in the relevant risk reports.

Market Disclosure
EXPECTATION 12 - “Intermediaries shall have the infrastructure, data, and processes in place to communicate
how they integrate environmental risk drivers into business strategy, internal organization, and risk management
mechanisms, including the metrics used to assess climate
risks and sustainability objectives”[2].
The communication of sufficiently detailed, complete and comparable information on exposure to
climate and environmental risks allows the most virtuous intermediaries to increase the overall quality of
information to the market and to signal to all stakeholders their positioning in the process of transition
towards a sustainable economy. By analysing the regulatory framework related to ESG risks and how they
are disclosed, as a first tool, the structures involved
can draw on the Pillar III framework in terms of promoting transparency as the main driver of market
discipline in the financial sector. Pillar III prudential disclosure standards on ESG risks aim to enable
investors and the market to compare the sustainability performance of institutions and their financial
activities and supports institutions in public disclosure. It also helps institutions provide transparency
on how they are mitigating these risks and how they
are supporting their customers and counterparties in
the process of adapting to climate change, which will
lead them to implement a more sustainable economy.
The first regulations published by the EBA about climate and environmental risks were the Implementing
Technical Standard (ITS), relating to Pillar 3 disclosure on ESG risks and, subsequently, art. 449 bis of
CRR2, which required institutions that have issued
securities admitted to trading on a regulated market
in any member state to publish information relating
to ESG risks. This second regulation has since been

Integration of Climate Risks into Liquidity Risk
EXPECTATION 11 - "Intermediaries shall integrate climate and environmental risks into the measurement and
management of liquidity risk by estimating potential deteriorations in the liquidity position due to cash outflows
and/or decreases in the amount of reserves and/or changes
in the liquidity of financial instruments held directly or by
managed portfolios" [2].
To ensure robust liquidity risk management, instiIssue n. 04 / 2022
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updated by the European Commission: since it was
initially envisaged only for large entities subject to
the application of the CRR, this disclosure obligation has now been extended to all entities, including
smaller ones.
Other regulations regarding the communication
of climate-related information have also been integrated:

difficulty that increases the commitment of risk management; there are two main elements of complexity: (i) the high degree of uncertainties related to
the nature that triggers the occurrence of climate
change and (ii) the need to extend the time horizon
due to increased effort in assessment. The feasibility
and relevance of these assessments are influenced by
the unestablished experiences in the methodological
field, in addition to issues related to the availability
and quality of information. This statement is a starting point that opens an important issue related to
data availability. Having an adequate data source
available is an essential element in the measurement
of climate and environmental risks, whether this is
achieved through the collaboration of counterparties
or by establishing a relationship with data providers.
This factor allows intermediaries to overcome the
limitations they encounter when analysing historical
data and allows them to approach assessments by
implementing strategies such as using prospective
assessments through sensitivity analyses and stress
tests. Aiming at the creation of a database that collects an extensive amount of data will ensure that the
intermediary will gradually acquire more knowledge
by being able to extrapolate the information in the
data. Moreover, will be able to start a process of risk
identification by relating the huge amount of heterogeneous information, going so far as to support the
periodic measurement of these risks.
Finally, there is a focus on the market disclosure;
not only because it makes clear to banks that having
the most detailed and defined information possible
on climate and environmental risks is of paramount
importance, but also because it makes an important
reminder about the regulations in place. The Supervisory Authorities have predisposed an article, specifically Article 449a of CRR2. 449a of CRR2, which
requires institutions to publish information on ESG
risks. The salient fact is that this rule has been extended to all institutions, even smaller institutions
that are not usually involved in the provisions under
the regulation.
The Bank of Italy, like the EBA before it, has defined the document to be able to have initial feedback
from intermediaries, trying to understand what the
outcome will be in the application of these measures
relating to ESG risks. The aim is to carry out a process of resolution and/or implementation concerning
the issues, aiming to provide general non-binding
indications, and leaving free will on their declination
at an operational level for each individual intermediary. The integration of the document will take place
progressively by the Bank of Italy, including the results of the various supervisory analyses, with the
final aim of ensuring the progressive alignment of
institutions practices with these expectations.

• The Non-financial Reporting Directive (NFRD)
introduced for certain types of entities, the obligation to publish the non-financial statement
(DNF), in order to provide information necessary to ensure the understanding of the business activity and its impact on ESG aspects. To
complement the NFRD, the European Commission has published two non-binding guidelines,
aimed on the one hand at supporting entities
in the preparation of the DNF and on the other
hand at complementing the recommendations
published by the TFCD.
• Regulation (EU) 2020/852 on Taxonomy established a common classification system for ecosustainable economic activities at EU level and
supplemented the transparency requirements
for entities obliged to publish the DNF.
• The Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) which will update the current
NFRD directive by expanding the range of
companies subject to reporting obligations, prescribing the use of uniform sustainability reporting standards.

Conclusions
In the expectations mentioned and described above,
emerges that banks need to pay particular attention
to several important points. First of all, banks need to
remember that without a well-designed and robust
business model as a fundamental tool in governance,
there is a risk of not having a holistic view of the full
range of risks, both assumed and effective. In this
regard, the Bank of Italy expects intermediaries to be
able to set appropriate strategies for assessing and
integrating risks (including environmental risks) into
their decision-making processes and organizational
and operational structures. The management body
continually supervises the activities of intermediaries
and ensures that these decisions are implemented
correctly; however, expectations have emphasized the
possibility of using dedicated structures in the corporate organization system, to coordinate the overall
approach to environmental risk management. Another key point is the Risk Management function,
which reserves the task of managing risks, including
climate and environmental risks. The latter risks can
exercise a decisive action on "traditional" risks (Credit,
Market, Operational, Liquidity). Another important
factor to be taken into consideration is the level of
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T

his Research Paper analyzes the key aspects of the European Central Bank’s first Climate Stress Test exercise held
in early 2022. This work looks at the experience from the Credit Risk and the Market Risk perspective, focusing on
the issues that rose both in data preparation and modelling activities as well as in the interpretation of the scenario
provided by the regulator. We analyse the results of the stress test from this stance. Climate Stress Test exercise has
highlighted some critical issues in the process of defining and including climate risk in the current stress test framework
of banking institutions. Given the current political and economic climate, all banks are expected to have a considerable
impact in terms of reviewing both the modelling approach and the IT process and infrastructure. In this paper we take
a look at how these processes were reviewed and improved in the Credit Risk and Market Risk areas, suggesting some
further refinements that could be brought forward in the next future. In conclusion, banking institutions must necessarily
improve their ESG data collection processes and the regulator should aim at achieving a greater degree of homogeneity in
the classification methodologies of climate metrics at European and international level.

S

ince the financial crisis, stress tests have become
a vital part of the supervisory and financial
stability toolkit to assess the resilience of financial institutions to adverse conditions. In particular,
economy-wide stress testing has become a powerful
tool to capture the endogenous nature of systemic
risk caused by the interplay between all the institutions and markets that interact in the financial system.
Given the evolving discussion on the topic of climate
change and the potential negative repercussions this
could have on the global economy, the European
Central Bank (ECB) has decided to introduce for the
first time in 2022 a Climate Stress Test (CST) exercise
for banks to undergo focusing on these very issues.
The objective remains the same as in ordinary European Banking Authority (EBA)-style exercises: to
assess the response of financial institutions to different future scenarios. As mentioned above, the core
theme of these scenarios is to identify possible emerging risks in the context of increasing climate change.
Specifically, these are broken down into two components: transition risks and physical risks, where
the former refers to the possible economic and social
costs of a transition to a net-zero-emissions world,
while the latter focus on the physical impacts in the
narrower sense related to more frequent natural phenomena (hurricanes, wildfires, sea level rise and so
on). Moreover, the time horizon considered turns
out to be another innovative aspect of this climate
exercise, as a longer time window should be considered to capture impacts related to physical risk than
in ordinary stress tests, which are more focused on
the short term. In accordance with the aforemenIssue n. 04 / 2022

tioned key aspects, the technical paper sent by the
ECB contemplated various scenarios, characterized
by the different type of interaction between the risks
involved due to the different possible developments
in the political-economic environment. For example,
the orderly scenario assumed a transition to a zero
net Greenhouse Gas (GHG) economy according to
sustainable and appropriately time-dilated intervention policies. In contrast, the scenario named Hot
House World (HHW) assumed that no active policies
aimed at tackling climate change would be implemented.
From an operational point of view, this new regulatory instrument has presented new challenges for
financial institutions. For both the part pertaining
to Credit Risk and the part related to Market Risk,
several obstacles have emerged with particular reference to data collection and the methodologies to be
followed to complete this climatic exercise.
In Section 1 we will focus on describing and analyzing the most relevant issues that emerged during the
development of the exercise with reference to Credit
Risk, while Section 2 will address the same issues
about the Market Risk portion of the exercise.

Credit Risk
Climate Stress Test exercise has highlighted some
critical issues in the process of defining and including climate risk in the current stress test framework
of banking institutions. In the long term, all banks
are expected to have a considerable impact in terms
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of reviewing both the modelling approach and the
IT process and infrastructure. With respect to Credit
Risk, two main areas of intervention can be identified:

(2018-2020). GHG intensity is then calculated for each
counterparty dividing Scope X GHG emissions by
average revenues.
As a major problem of the above process, data
underlying the GHG intensity calculation can be subject to disclosure and accessible only for larger counterparties. The collection process may thus involve
the use of banks internal figures integrated by external providers data. Eventually, the creation of
emissions/revenues dataset can involve the following steps:

• Systematization of the collection and storage
of the data underlying the risk estimates. This
activity is also relevant in view of fulfilling expectations of the ECB's Guide on climate-related
and environmental risks (see [5]), concerning the
need to create a complete and adequate quality
database for climate and environmental risks.
• Revision of the methodological framework.
Development of satellite models taking into
account the higher granularity of the data related to climate scenario, due for instance to
the introduction of sectoral differentiation, of
micro-based direct impacts estimation (at firm
level) and the need to consider long-term time
horizons.

• Direct Data Collection: leveraging on public
databases, for instance for largest industrial
complexes the European Pollutant Release and
Transfer Register (E-PRTR); non-financial statements (NFS) published by groups and firms;
direct benchmark with information on company official websites.
• Estimation: whenever direct data is not available, estimation techniques must be applied.
As an example, single company emissions
can be estimated from sectoral averages using GHG multiplier database, or using proxies
based on annual sales data.

In what follows we provide a critical description of
the main novelties and potential issues related to
the two aspects above, focusing on the impacts on
Credit Risk estimation and referring mainly to Italian
banking system.

Additionally, it is important to stress that this type of
granular data collections on single counterparties underpins possible micro-based approaches to climate
risk definition. Indeed, when available, single counterparty emissions can be compared with sectoral
averages and can thus be used to refine credit risk parameters projections on climate transition scenarios
from a sectoral level to a more granular one.

Data Collection
As a prerequisite for the execution of both modules 2
and 3 of the stress test exercise, corporate exposure
had to be mapped according to a predefined list of 22
industry sectors (NACE), depending on its principal
activity. For further information on climate stress
test modules, please refer to [3]. Even though the
introduction of industry sectors creates an additional
dimension of input to be processed and metrics to
be calculated, in terms of mere exposure mapping it
does not present specific issues. Instead, compared
to EBA-like EU-wide stress tests, we can identify two
main new streams of raw data collection necessary
for the execution of the exercise:

Energy Performance Certificate and Geolocalization
of Collateral
While corporate exposures are classified by industry
sector, mortgages and eligible corporate loans need
to be reported in terms of EPC of the underlying
collateral. The assignment of EPC to the granular
collateral items turned out to be one of the most
critical aspects of data collection for the 2022 CST
exercise. Even though the certification is an object of
legislation in EU countries and might be already part
of the banks data collection in the loan origination
phase, its presence in digital format is generally lacking, reason why institutions might need to engage
with an external data provider in order to recover or
estimate EPC at the maximum granular level. Clearly,
a target process would imply the direct collection by
the bank at the origination phase of the loan with
collateral in the scope of an EPC and systematic storage in the collateral databases. However, for most
institutions, the construction of such an infrastructure of internal data collection cannot be foreseen in
the short term. It could well be the case that in the
near future national regulators will require institutions to operate the collection of energy certificates
for collateral in scope. The Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU) (see [7]) already

• Greenhouse Gas Emission intensities - for metric 2, module 2;
• Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) - for collateral items underlying mortgages and eligible
corporate exposure.
We will deal with these two streams separately.
Greenhouse Gas Emission Intensity
Within CST module 2 (climate risk benchmark
metrics), banks were required to collect data on
GHG emission intensity for the main non-SME nonfinancial corporate counterparties in the portfolio.
Specifically, the top 15 largest counterparties in
terms of gross carrying amount must be considered
for each NACE sector in scope, with a materiality
threshold of 1% within each sector. To calculate the
metric, banks must provide for each counterparty
Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 GHG emissions (in
tCO2) and average revenues for the last three years
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specifies that «energy performance certificates must be
included in all advertisements in commercial media when
a building is put up for sale or rent», but it does not
have in scope a strategy for enlarging data available
about these certificates. Recent proposal ([8]) made
by the EU Commission answers to these points, asking for increased reliability, quality and digitalization
of Energy Performance Certificates, with energy performance classes to be based on common criteria:
exactly some of the issues present in this CST exercise. Therefore, for CST purposes the process of data
collection can be summarized as follows:

these entries, matching address and validating them
with Google geocoder. When the actual data on EPC
class is not available, other information on the building can be used to create a model used to estimate
the energy class. Different approaches can be used,
depending on the availability of data. Sophisticated
classification models can be constructed when a large
number of explanatory variables is available, such
as asset type, geo coordinates, surface, floor number,
total floors, year of construction, maintenance status,
residential vs commercial, market value. Otherwise,
simple proxies based on building type and year of
construction can be used. The data collection and
estimation are done at the single item level, which
then needs to be aggregated in order to be considered
at the collateral agreement level, encompassing different Real Estate collaterals. The collateral agreement
is then the level of granularity considered in the exercise of credit risk mitigation. The aggregation of EPCs
at the agreement level is an important point, as there
is no clear-cut strategy that could easily get a classification at this less granular level. One way to do this
is to create a scoring system aimed at mapping the
EPC of items comprising the contract, which then can
be averaged and assigned to the collateral agreement.
A critical aspect to be considered is that these classification rules may be biased, which would mean the
entries are not assigned correctly as a whole: in the
case of Austria and Germany, YoC was the most relevant driver in the definition of EPC, without many
differentiations within YoC batches. This seems a
very simplistic approach, especially considering that
in this way EPC turns out to be monotonically increasing with YoC. Aggregated EPC might then be
estimated with a downward (or upward, for what
we know) bias, meaning that the assignment of exposures to different EPCs, in turn affected differently by
the green transition, does not properly capture how
the bank's assets are affected in the short term by
new legislations. The CST exercise may be severely
affected by this bias, and possible new medium-term
solutions to EPC data collection for countries other
than Italy also have to be considered.
An important critique that spans across these
different data gathering processes, which is also highlighted by ECB ([6]), is that they largely rely on proxies, used in order to compensate the lack of a consistent framework necessary to gather clean data (for
EPC) and to escape the difficulties in engaging with
carbon-intensive counterparties, who themselves may
not have a clear picture of how large their GHG emissions might be. The issue is that these proxies may
be inconsistent and not even adequately described,
feeding on a number of assumptions that are difficult
to test robustly.

1. EPC Direct Data Collection: using available internal data and external providers, with quite
low expected coverage;
2. EPC Modelling: if the actual EPC can't be
retrieved different modelling approaches can
be followed according to the richness of data
available on the collateral items;
3. No Information: without any information on
the collateral item, the exposure's EPC must be
classified as unknown.
In more details, the process of EPC data collection
suffers from important regional differences, which
are already evident between different EU countries:
• In Italy public cadastral databases are public
and accessible, while for other EU countries
the EPC class is considered confidential information and it is not subject to disclosure (e.g.
for Germany or Austria). For non-EU countries
the situation is less transparent, as is the case of
Russia, where there is no precise legislation on
the necessity to associate an EPC to buildings.
• The valorization domain of the EPC class expected in the stress test exercise (A to G) is not
uniformly assigned across different countries,
with example of countries using a larger set of
classes (including A+ or H classes) or different
scales depending on the use of the building
(residential/commercial).
• EPC classes for the same type of building (say,
class A for residential buildings), due to varying availability of data, are determined by different criteria across countries, with Italy defining the scale in terms of energy performance
index, while Austria and Germany using other
parameters, mainly based on final energy demand. This last point makes it particularly
difficult to perform a sensible comparison of
the distribution of EPC classes across countries.
Delving into the enlargement of EPC available data,
a special analysis can be done for Italian assets, due
to the larger availability of data. Collateral in scope
can be geocoded, which also helps in the assignment
of exposures to different NUTS3 geographical aggregation levels, necessary for filling the Flood Risk template. In order to perform this, cadastral entries can
be used, together with external providers assessing
Issue n. 04 / 2022

Methodological Revision
Besides the data collection phase, the CST exercise
has highlighted important methodological aspects,
mainly due to the greater granularity of the frame-
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work and the presence of long-term scenarios.

metrics are obtained, credit risk parameters can be
aggregated for template creation.
As already pointed out, the main limitation related to the estimation of climate risk features’ effects
on credit risk parameters is the lack of historical
evidence. As discussed, a possible approach to overcome this issue is to mix macro-based and microbased models, using both standard satellite models
(indirect effect models) and ad-hoc granular models
focusing on firms’ balance sheet projections (direct
effect models). However, the latter models can be
unstable and hard to test. Another relevant limitation, also emphasized by the ECB ([6]), comes from
the inclusion of carbon prices as the (almost) only
explanatory variable coming from the climate risk
field, without accounting for other variables that may
be more sensitive to climate shocks. This may be excluding other relevant climate risk channels that may
be affecting banks’ balance sheet: it emerges then
a need to take into account new climate variables,
which would also warrant further data gathering.

Modeling of Granular Data
This section introduces possible choices for the estimation of credit risk parameters such as Transition
rates, LGDs, Lifetime Loss Rates and Cure rates under the short-term ECB scenarios (baseline and disorderly). Scenario impacts on risk parameters can be
estimated through two interconnected channels:
• Indirect Channels: impacts can be captured
using satellite models in order to measure how
default rates and recovery rates should evolve
given forecasted values of macroeconomic variables. Satellite models are generally macrobased models, typically already being used by
banks in the context of EBA Stress test exercises. However, the granularity of the models
may not include distinction by NACE industry
sector. In such cases, these models should be
extended to process scenarios that are specific
for the industrial sector. Alternatively, additional models (direct ones) could be used to
introduce a sectorial overlay on the aggregated
dynamics.

Long Term Strategic Response to Transition Risk
Another remarkable novelty of the CST has been the
introduction of long-term scenarios. Three scenarios
(orderly, disorderly, hot house) were provided on a
30 years’ time horizon, from the present up to 2050,
with banks reporting data at 10 years’ intervals.
Unlike short-term scenarios, as a simplifying feature banks should report only a smaller set of metrics
(PD LGD PIT, EAD and Provisions) but dynamic
balance sheet assumption is introduced. In fact, institutions were invited to consider exposure growth
resulting from scenarized GDP curves and reallocation across different sectors and EPC classes.
In this way, banks can define their own exposure strategies for each long-term scenario deciding
whether to support or not the transition, increasing
or decreasing accordingly their exposure in a specific
sector. A bank might want to increase its exposure
in those sectors that will likely benefit from transition policies, and vice versa. The introduction of
dynamical balance-sheet assumption for the exposure evolution is not only necessary for the banks
to define their allocation strategy in transition scenarios, but it is also important to produce consistent
projections for long term time horizon. Indeed, dynamical drivers reducing the default stock must be
considered in order not to result in a pile-up of the
default exposure within horizon projections. For this
purpose, a hypothetical dynamical model for the evolution of exposure, LLPs and credit risk parameters
should include:

• Direct Channels: Micro-based (single name
level) models can be used to measure impacts
across sectors. For each sector or counterparty
and for every ECB-provided scenario we can
measure impacts on revenues due to payment
of carbon taxes on GHG emissions, input price
changes (increase in the cost of energy) and additional investments necessary to reduce emissions. In this context, ad-hoc models can be
applied to single counterparties to estimate
how scenarios affect the risk associated to each
company in scope. Here is important to obtain
detailed information on the counterparties under exam (sizes, location, etc.) to understand
both their relevance within their industry and
within the bank's portfolio. The aim of these
models is to capture deviations of single counterparties from the average of their respective
industrial sector.
Another important aspect is the modelling of the
direct impact on LGD due to physical risk scenarios, where the collateral value is the main affected
variable. In fact, such scenarios provide haircuts differentiated by EPC class or geographical location to
be applied to the market value of the collateral item.
These can be transformed into LGD variation of the
corresponding exposure. In this process, it is important to consider and quantify the presence of any
insurance uptake. For example, with respect to geographical location, if data on the penetration of flood
risk insurance in a given area is available it can be
used to mitigate the impact of the scenario haircuts.
Once impacts are consistently estimated, they can
be applied to the granular portfolio and PD/LGD
can be calculated at single facility level. When these

• Sector Loan Growth;
• Default Flows for performing exposure, consistent with PD projections;
• Default Stock Dynamics (e.g. write-offs, disposals and recoveries of exposure).
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• Credit Derivatives, including credit default
swap and credit index option;

Given the long-time span of these kind of scenarios
and the freedom left to single institutions both from
a methodological point of view and in strategy definition it seems rather difficult to perform consistent
benchmarking on projections between banks.
Indeed, the ECB ([6]) also highlights these challenges: banks are given a lot of freedom in deciding
how to distribute their exposures to carbon intensive
industries, without justifying these with their existing
strategy. Moreover, they find it difficult to model loss
projections over a 30-year horizon, connect the scenario to credit risk parameters and predict customers’
behaviour over the time span of the transition.

• Certificates, divided by typology including
stock, index, basket and funds;
• Equity Derivatives, subdivided for those
booked on Murex and those from Tbricks.
In addition to the data already mentioned, a further set of information was considered in the drafting
of the final perimeter with reference to each individual position. Here are some examples of this data:
• Mark to market;
• Notional (if it exists);

Market Risk

• Currency;
• Isin code, referred to the contract object or at
the issuer (see later);

About the Construction of the Database
In order to perform the ESG-CST exercise administered by the ECB, the construction of a comprensive
dataset was required. For the scenarios shocks to be
applied were divided on the basis of the NACE code
to which the stressed company belonged, the sectorial classification information was necessary in order
to allow this clusterization on the bank’s position. To
do so, it was decided to use Bloomberg as the only
certified data source to gather the aforementioned
information, by virtue of the provider’s high degree
of reliability and at the same time to obviate the high
discretion in choosing the codes to be assigned.
Given the huge amount of data to be integrated
and the tight timelines due to receiving the perimeter
close to the deadlines in the guidelines provided by
the ECB, we had to prepare in advance a reference
database with the required information on the NACE
code by taking the perimeter of the end of September
as a reference point. This is in order to reduce the
load of new data to be produced once the in-scope
perimeter were finalized for, as mentioned before, the
deadlines were very stringent.
The second step in the construction of the
database was to associate each position with its respective risk factor, i.e., "the object" to which to operationally attribute the shock, so that all required
reevaluations could subsequently be carried out. If
more that one risk factor was available the full detail
has been provided in order to obtain as much coverage as possible when applying the shocks. Unlike
the assignment of the NACE code, these data were
already mapped in the bank’s database, and for this
reason the allocation was made without any kind of
previous internal debate.
The perimeter subject to the climate stress test
exercise was structured by "technical forms", that is
by making a breakdown as follows2 :

• Maturity (if needed).
Issues and Discussion Points
The main points of discussion that emerged and the
critical issues encountered during the drafting of the
perimeter are reported below. For convenience, we
report the evidence by making a subdivision on three
macro-areas of intervention:
1. Association of the NACE code;
2. Association of the Risk Factor;
3. Interpretation of the scenario provided by the
ECB and application of the related shocks.
Association of the NACE Code
This section shows a list of the points of attention
that emerged during the association of the NACE
code to the positions present in the perimeter, and
with regard to the treatment of multi-asset deal.
I. One Concerning the data source, two options
were explored:
a. Bloomberg which in addition to providing
the desired level of detail and a standardized
approach in assigning the data, guarantees a
wide coverage of information on the perimeter subject to stress.
b. An internal approach based on an information triplet of data aimed at identifying the
sector to which the data belongs with the
highest possible level of specificity.
Despite the fact that the information mentioned
in point b were already mapped in bank’s system, given the high level of discretion of this
approach, the first route was opted for.

• Stock, including single underlying stock, funds
and Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF) on equity;
• Bond;
2 The

same rules hold for equity and credit multi-asset deals.
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c. ETF, it was decided to report the details of
the benchmark components of the indices
tracked by the instrument; if the index information wasn’t immediately available, an
approximation was made as in the equity
case. Anyway, no opening has been carried out for these positions due to the excessive time-consuming effort compared to
the overall materiality or lack of information provided by Bloomberg.For these instruments was used as NACE the one provided
by Bloomberg and referred to the ETF itself
(most of them were classified as K, i.e. financial sector which was not subject to stress).

II. Central theme in the association of the NACE
code was about the choice of the company to
which to carry out this placement, also taking
into account the contract technical form. For
example, with respect to equity derivatives the
choice was between attributing NACE code to
the counterparty’s contract or to the underlying company. In order to ensure homogeneity
across all the perimeter and considering the presence of non-counterparty contracts (for example
bonds), the allocation was made with respect to
the "object" of the deal as follow:
a. Stock, company to which the stocks belong;
b. Bond, bond’s issuer;

d. Funds, where the same treatment of ETF has
been followed. No opening has been carried
out and Bloomberg NACE referred to the
instrument has been assigned (again K).

c. Credit derivatives, reference entity;
d. Certificates, certificates underlying;
e. Equity derivatives, derivative’s underlying
company.

Anomalous case for two Intesa-managed
funds underlying as many certificates for
which the opening of the components
could not be found either internally or on
Bloomberg. It was decided to conduct a walkthrough with the Front Office to fill this gap,
but due to time constraints and considering
the materiality of the positions, it was decided not to provide the detail. These were
therefore excluded from the scenario.

III. Following the guidelines presented in the ECB’s
methodological document with reference to contracts with multiple underlying assets, it was
decided to follow a best-effort approach in order to have the widest possible coverage. To do
this, we have decided to unpack - where possible
- the underlying into the individual components;
the NACE was subsequently attributed to each
of them.

For the credit part, however, given the presence
of indexes of the same family (ITRAXX and
CDX) but referring to different series, it was
decided to carry out the opening of the components and corresponding hooking of the NACE
codes only for the temporally most recent index. The latter was used as an approximation
for the respective previous series. This reduced
the download to be made and accelerated the
overall procedure without affecting the output
quality.

Given the tight deadlines, for the equity part
it was decided to operate following a deal
materiality-based order of priority, thus focusing first on the indices and basket underlying
the certificates and derivatives. Secondly, the
focus was on funds and ETF.
Below is a detailed description of what emerged
during the development phase:
a. Equity index, a complete opening of the
components was provided for all the indices. Whereas the index was not present
on Bloomberg3 , it was decided to make an
approximation using the "parent index" or a
similar one as a benchmark. In some cases
(for example, the MSCI family indexes), due
to the lack of information on Bloomberg , the
data referring to the end of September found
on the official website of the management
company was considered. For the majority
of companies in the indexes, NACE was available on Bloomberg; whereas absent, it was
decided not to carry out "external" integrations leaving the field blank.

Association of the Risk Factor
The second step in the construction of the database
consisted in the attribution of the corresponding risk
factor for each instrument in the perimeter, necessary for the application of the final shock. Unlike
NACE, data on risk factors was already present in
the bank’s systems; therefore, the assignment did not
require external intermediaries. The hooking procedure was simple and straightforward and was carried
out via the object instrument name of the derivative;
as already mentioned, where available, more curves
have been attributed. While for credit positions we
had a 100% data coverage this doesn’t apply for the
equity part, for which some fine-tuning “manual”
operations were needed. For some instruments, the
assignment of the risk factor linked to the sector to
which the company belongs was used, while in other

b. Basket, a complete opening of the components was provided for all the basket. Only in
one case (basket on ETF) it was decided not
to unpack as it would be too time-consuming
with respect to the materiality of the instrument.
3A

specific license is required in order to access MSCI indexes’ components information.
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cases Risk Watch was used as a source to attribute
the missing data. Nonetheless, some bonds remained
uncovered and therefore were not subject to exercise.
For multi-underlying instruments, unlike what was
done for NACE, it was not necessary to resort to
the assignment for each component as the risk factor of the instrument was available. This holds for
index, funds and ETF’s, while for basket we operated
with the coupling of each components’ curve, for the
aggregate curve didn’t exists.

the related shock to all euro area countries.
To do this we hypothesized the long-term
credit component as flat thus separating the
part not attributable to Market Risk. No manipulation was required for short rates. In
both cases, shocks were considered as an additive in basis points.
b. Concerning the Forex (FX) shocks, the rates
affected by the stress test were reconstructed
through a triangulation of the exchange rates
present in the datahub with respect to USD
currency consistently with the fact that in
the database the latter is the base currency.
Then, the usual procedure was employed and
shock was regarded as additive.

Scenario Interpretation and Shock’s Application
Concerning the shock application phase, which is the
focal part of the climatic exercise, some critical aspects had to be faced. Following the worksheet sent
by the ECB containing the scenario’s features to be
implemented, some points of discussion emerged. Below are reported the three main topics of discussion
tackled during this stage:

c. About the inflation curve, an ad hoc scenario
has been implemented. Unlike FX and IR,
the shocks were intended as multiplicative
(delta % with respect to the levels of 31th
of December) while for those curves not referring to a single country shock has been
obtained as an equally weighted average of
those referred to euro area countries present
in the scenario.

I. Variables to stress, which were indicated in the
ECB worksheet by setting the Market Risk scenario in the appropriate column. In doing so,
however, some key variables (e.g. long and short
interest rates (IR), exchange rates and some commodities) were not considered, unlike what usually occurs in ordinary EBA exercises. In order
to prevent any misinterpretation, the bank sent
a FAQ to the ECB which confirmed how these
variables should be labeled under Market Risk.
Consequently, the implementation of the scenario was adapted accordingly.

d. No particular assumptions have been made
for what concern equities and credit spread
bonds, for which we followed the ECB guidelines. The shocks relating to stocks were considered as multiplicative shocks, while for
debt securities, bonds, its were considered as
additives.
e. Finally, no scenarios were implemented to
deal with commodities for there were no positions on instruments subject to stress (e.g.
carbon, coal, gas and oil).

II. Interpretation of shocks, which was indicated in
the appropriate column of the ECB worksheet
as well as the respective unit of measurement.
Given the lack of precise guidelines (especially
with the variables labelled under credit risk),
some hypothesis have been made with reference
to the magnitude of the shock to be applied.
Overall, it was decided to interpret the shocks
as target level to achieve, to solve the criticalities
that arose above all with reference to interest
rates. Therefore, the entity of the shock was
derived as the difference between the ECB target level and the corresponding market data. In
details:

III. As already mentioned, sector curves have been
used where there are no univocal risk factors
associated with the single credit position. The
input file contained the sectoral curves, divided
based on the credit rating assigned to the counterparty. It was therefore decided to make a
weighted average (by materiality) of the shocks
of the credit scenario, referring to the same sector but to different ratings, to obtain the shock
applied.

a. Referring to long term interest rates, shocks
that were extracted from the credit scenario
could not be used in the same way as
the market-side shocks, as they are not attributable to specific curves used for pricing.
For example, different shocks referring to
countries belonging to the Euro area are reported within the scenario, while the curves
used for pricing are instead solely referred to
the community currency. The curve used did
not allow to reach such granularity to face
the single shocks by country. To overcome
this issue, it was decided to identified Germany as reference country and thus apply

IV. Application of shocks to multi-underlying instruments, for which, as previously mentioned,
a look-through was carried out on the components. Following the indications provided
by the ECB scenario, the shock was applied to
each component on the basis of the respective
NACE and obtaining the aggregated shock as
a weighted average of the individual shocks,
where the weight was referred to the weight
of the component in the index (also obtained
from Bloomberg). Whereas the latter were not
available, equal weights were assumed, while a
zero shock was applied if the component was
associated with a non-stressed NACE. Finally,
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TABLE 4: Methodological example of shock’s application on Dax Price Dividend index

if NACE was not available, the component in
question was not included in the overall calculation (this didn’t constitute a problem as the data
was available for almost all of the components,
especially for the heavier ones).

of proxies, particularly in view of possible developments in climate risk disclosure regulations.
In addition to this, on the modelling side new
methodological challenges emerged, especially due
to the greater granularity compared to previous stress
test exercises: the estimation of credit risk parameters
and the scenario impact on these was in fact required
for industrial sectors rather than on segments of the
banks‘ portfolio, as well as new approaches modeling impacts on single entities. This would require
additional data to be gathered on the balance sheet
level, to better assess how single entities relevant to
the bank may be affected by climate movements. On
the Market Risk side, data collection has also been a
prominent challenge in this stress test exercise. The
gathering of NACE code, required given the structure of climate shocks, was carried out relying on
external data providers and applied to the object of
each contract. A number of different caveats in the
association of NACE codes to the banks‘ portfolio
emerged, from the determination of the object of a
deal to the application on funds and indexes. The
solution to these challenges always relied on the possibility of having the widest possible coverage.
The association of Risk factors did not impose particular challenges, as these were already present in
internal databases.
Lastly, an interpretation of scenarios was required,
given the open ended guidelines provided by the
ECB. The main challenges here involved were: which
variables to stress, the interpretation of shocks, their
application to multiple underlying instruments. Here
again multiple solutions were considered and a direct channel of communication with the regulator
was opened, introducing further realistic hypotheses
when required.

In Table 4 is reported an example of the methodology followed for Dax Price Dividend index,
where the "Flag" column indicates whether
NACE is stressed or not. This leads to an average shock to be applied to all deals written
upon this instrument of -4.3088719754 .

Conclusions
This Research Paper looked at the experience of the
recent ECB Climate Stress Test from the Credit Risk
and the Market Risk perspectives, focusing on the
issues that rose both in data preparation and modelling activities and analysing the results of the stress
test from this perspective. On the Credit Risk side,
data gathering issue were the focus of stress test activities, that required Energy Performance Certificates
and Greenhouse Emissions data to properly model
future climate risks, both on the short- and long-term
spectrum. From these activities we can draw that
the gathering of granular data of variables sensible
to climate activities is paramount to the success of
climate stress assessment, as they determine features
of the credit portfolio that constitute the basis of climate scenarios. This requires banks to improve the
infrastructure of data collection, starting from loan
origination to the monitoring of underlying assets in
order to get a cleaner picture of how these assets may
be affected by climate risk.
Banks also need to become less dependent on the use
4 Note

that in this example, components are considered to be equally weighted as the proper data were not available.
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